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ABSTRACT 
Because of inconsi s t encies in th e r esea rch lit erat ur e follow-
in g Grossman's (1960) demonstration th a t drinking beh avior (thir s t) 
could b e modulated by intrahypothalamic inj ec tions of adrenergic and 
cholinergic chemicals, a series of studies were und ertaken to clarify 
the relati on betw ee n introducing chemicals into the brain and drinking 
behaviors. 
The first study attempted to determine the effect of water 
deprivation on post-d epriv a tion drink sequencing . It has been demon-
strated th a t 75% - 90 % of the water consumed by normal rats is taken 
during the evening hours (Fitzsimmons, 1957; Stellar & Hill, 1952). 
Grossman's (1960; 1962a) studies failed to consider normal drinking 
rhythms and consequently modulated increased or decreased drinking 
around b ase line l evels that were well below volum es consumed following 
water d ep riv ation or during peak nocturnal drinking periods. Because 
subsequ ent studies were planned using water deprivation as a "booster 
stimulus" to increase total output of drinking it was thought important 
to determine the effects of deprivation on "normal drinking." 
The results of Experim ent I indicate that with the exception 
of the incr ea sed consumption levels of Ss which had been d e prived of 
wa ter, the circadian patterns of drinking did not differ from normal, 
nondepriv e d ~s. 
Exp e rim ent II considered Crow's (1964) suggestion that impl a nt-
ation procedures might physically alter the org anism and these effects 
might overshadow futur e manipulations such as ch emi cal inj e ctions. This 
experiment compared th e volum es of water con sumed by cannula impl a nt ed 
r a ts with norm a l non imp lant ed ~ s . All Ss were maintained on a 23 hour 
water d epr iv at ion schedule for th e duration of th e experiment. 
Althou gh th e implanted ~s did not differ significantly from 
th e control s, a ll ~s showed sys t ema tic v ar i a tion s in drinkin g th a t had 
a phase of approximately four days. The differences in high volume 
int ake days an d low v o lum e intake days were significantly different fro m 
each other. Th e r e was no apparent sys t emat ic r e l a tion wit h ch an ges in 
climate, and it was hypoth es iz ed that th e rhythmicity might be endo geneo us. 
Exp e rim ent III, th e fir s t ex p e rim en t of the series usin g ch emical 
intervention in the drinkin g cycl e, was a syst ematic replication of 
Grossman's (1960; 1962) original studies. Four implant e d rats from 
Experiment II, following a period of twenty-four hour water deprivation, 
were injected daily over a period of 25 day s with a placebo, cholin e r g ic 
or adrenergic chemical ;n a random basis. Following chemical injection 
th e Ss were given access to water for one hour. 
Under the conditions of this experiment it was found that all 
chemicals had a slight d epressiv e ef fect on consumption l evels over base-
line a nd placebo levels. The d e pr essi v e effects of th e adrenergic 
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chemicals was significantly greater (E. < .05) th an the placebo or 
cholinergic chemicals. 
The sequence of drug injection was analyzed to determine if 
the differences were due to residual effects of previous injections. 
~ith the exception of methacholine no residual effects were obtained. 
A fourth experiment repiicated Experiment III except in 
requiring the S to obtain their daily water rations by drinking from 
a drinkometer on a Mult. FR 50; FI 2 min. schedule of reinforcement. 
The results indic a te that prior to chemical int erve ntion th e implanted 
anim a ls respond e d sig nific an tl y slower th a n th e non-implant e d controls 
i n both the FR a nd FI comp onen ts (E. < . 001). As in Experiment III a 11 
chemicals produc e d drinkin g rates lower than those for the plac ebo 
condition. However, in thi s experimen t the differences b e t wee n cholin-
ergic a nd adrenergic chemicals were not significant. 
These data and data from other l a boratori es (Fish e r & Coury, 
1962; Val enstein, e t. al . , 1970) indicate that Grossman's chemical 
specificity of drives hypothesis needs to be modified to include the 
data on psychogenic drinking, rhythmicity of drinking, additivity of 
thirst stimuli and the effects of behavioral prepotency. 
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In 1960 S.P. Grossman published an article describing how 
drinkin g b ehav ior could be controlled by hypoth alam ic inj e ction s of 
dru gs which ei th e r occur naturally in the body as ch e mical mediators 
for nervous activity, or b ea r a striking r esemb l a nc e to these chemi-
cals. Th e im portance of this study for a the ory of thirst cannot be 
und erestimated . In a sens e , this study culminated an argument that 
began several centuries ago and reached its peak in the 1920's and 
1930's. The argument conc e rn ed the nature of thirst : is thirst pro-
duced by th e activation of peripheral receptors in the mouth and 
throat (C annon, 1929, 1934); is thirst a ge n eralized tissu e r eac tion 
to dehydration (Maye r, 1900); or is thirst and its associat ed be-
haviors triggered by a "thirst-c enter " in th e brain (Bell ows & Van 
Wagen e n, 1938)? 
Since the ori g in of each of the arguments many investi-
gators have collected data more or l ess indicating that an adequate 
th eory of thirst must account for some type of central mechanism which 
is sensitive to osmotic changes in the bod y 's f luids, especia lly th e 
blood. Much of th e definitiv e r ese arch began wit h Bengt Andersson 
who was able to demonstrate that elec trical stimulation of some of 
the paleocorte x structures would e licit drinkin g behavior in goats 
(Anders so n, 1951). In 1952 Andersson systematically replicated a 
study by Gilman (1937) showing that minute injections of hypertonic 
NaCl into the cerebral blood supply of an animal would cause drinkin g 
although the anima l h a d previously b ee n satiated on water. And e rsson's 
(1952) experiment was d esigned to i so lat e that group of cells sensi-
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tive to the electrolyte changes produced by the increased NaCl. Be-
cause injecting the hypertonic saline solution into the brain's 
blood supply could not give the investigator a precise location of 
the receptor cells, Andersson infus e d the NaCl into localiz ed brain 
areas via stainless steel cannula. His results indicated that drinking 
behavior, and therefore possible mechanisms for thirst, we re controlled 
by cells in the anterior hypothalamus. In later studies Andersson used 
a variety of t ec hniques to explore the anterior hypothalamus and found 
that cells of the preoptic nucleus were especially sensitive not only 
to electrical stimulation and infusion with hypertonic saline but also 
localized chan ges in temp e rature. Heat ing of the preoptic nucleus 
produc ed drinking whil e cooling produc e d a cessation of drinking in 
thirsty rats (And ersso n, 1964) ! 
At about the same time Andersson was doing his work, 
several American investigators wer e exp loring the hypothalamus with 
electrolytic lesions. In 1954 Teitlebaum & Stellar reported that 
lat eral hypothalamic lesions disrupt e d, and often eliminated, both 
eating and drinking behaviors. In spite of the fact that later studies 
(Epstein & Teitlebaum, 1964) produced sma ll er lesions, most of the ani-
mals with lateral h ypo thalamic l esions were both aphagic and adipsic. 
In rare cases adipsia W6S produced ind epen d e nt of aphagia (Montemurro & 
Stephenson, 1957) and aphagia ind epende nt of adipsia (Smith & McCann, 
1962), but these reports were the exception rather than the rule. Had 
it not been for these exceptions and Andersson's (1964) work with goats 
where the hunger and thirst systems were separable by stimulation and 
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lesion techniques, hunger and thirst could have been explained by a 
unitary structural-motivational system. 
With Gro ssman 's work (1960; 1962a; 1962b) it was d emon -
strated that hunger and thirst systems, even though anatomically 
similar, could be separated biochemically in the rat. 
Gro ssman (1 962a ) found that injections of crystalline 
cholinergic drugs into the hypothalamus would induce drinking in rats 
that had been maintain ed on an ad libitum drinking schedule. Adren-
ergic drugs placed in the same loci, howeve r, would inhibit drinking 
and, mor e i mportantly , would induce eating behavior. These data 
s upport the view th a t cholinergic and adrenerg ic systems are functional ly 
antagonistic (Shute & Lewis, 1966). The functiona l antagonims between 
cholinergic and adrenergic ch emicals doe s not appear to be restricted 
to hunger and thirst motivational systems, but are relevant to wake-
fulness/sleepiness (He rnandez-P eo n, 1965) and learnin g appetitive / 
avoidance behaviors (Grossman, et al, 1966a, b). Additional research 
has shown that not all cholinergic drugs are e qually effective in pro-
ducing drinkin g behavior. Stein & Sei fter (1962), for example, ha ve 
found that cholinergic chemicals which have muscarinic characteristics 
are far more effective in inducin g drinking behavior than are cholin erg ic 
chemicals with nicotoni ,c properties. 
The effe cts of cholinergic dru gs on drinking and th e effects 
of adrenergic drugs on eating can be eliminated by pretreatment with 
anticholinergic and antiadrenergic chemicals. The blockad e ch emicals 
compete for the effective stimulation s ites of cholinergic and adren-
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ergic chemicals (Gro ssman , 1962). This effect on drinking has been 
carefully studied by Levitt & Fisher (1966) using a simultaneous 
injection procedure. Normally, if an anticholinergic drug such as 
atropine is injected either unilaterally with or contralaterally to 
carbachol, the drinking typically induced by carbachol fails to occur. 
It is interesting to note that these same anticholinergic drugs inhibit 
drinking induced by depriving the Ss of water (Levitt, 1968) but do 
not disrupt ongoing drinking when Ss are on an ad libitum water 
schedule (L ev itt & Fisher, 1967). This stud~ and the few studies 
failing to replicate th e cholin erg ic effect on drinkin g behavior of 
cats (McL ea n, 1957; Fisher & Coury, 1964), adrene rgic induced drinking 
in rats (Mye rs, 1964) an d Leibowitz & Miller's (1969) f ai lure to block 
ea tin g with chiorpromazine,present problems fo r the chemical specificity 
of hunger and thirst behavior theory. Possibly some of the discr epa n-
ci es can be resolved by lookin g more closely at the conditions pr ece ding 
drinking and at the actual charact e ristics of the drinkin g consumatory 
response. 
Crow (1964), for example, reported that implantation of 
electrodes into the hypothalamic drinking area of rats can disrupt 
drinking behavior. Crow found that the preimplantation volume of water 
consumed on an ad libit~m drinking schedule was approximately 75 cc, 
but dropped as low as 25 cc after electrode implantation. Th e post 
implantation volume for rats with electrodes implanted in the lateral 
hypothalamus never went above 50 cc in the ten post operative days 
reported. These data appear unusual according to Gilbert (Cro w, 1964, 
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p. 418f), but even if these results are r e plicable, it is still im-
portant to d e termin e at what l evel of inte gration the disruption 
occurs. Craig (1918) distin g uish ed two types of behavior in any 
motivational system: appetitive behaviors, thos e behaviors concerned 
with procuring the obj e ct of the b e havior; and consummatory b e haviors, 
thos e behaviors r e l ated to the ingestion of the appetitive stimulus. 
Thus far, analysis of drinking be h av ior h as primarily been concerned 
with consummatory behaviors. According to an ethological analysis 
(Hind e, 1 966 ), consummatory behaviors are composed of rigid, stereo-
typed behavioral components, whereas appetitive behaviors are more 
f l exible and consistent with ohe partic ul ar stimulus conditions con-
trolling behavior at a given point in time. 
This two-compon e nt system of motivated behavior is con-
sistent with St ellar & Hill's (1952) ana lysis of th e te mporal char-
acteristics of drinkin g behavior. They found that the amount o f water 
consumed d epended on the length of the animal's water d e privation and 
the tim e of day. A major discov ery howev e r, was that the actual be-
haviors concerned with ingestion or consummation were highly stereo-
typed. The rats' rate of lickin g was constant at 6-7 licks per second 
while drinking, and each lick consumed .004 to .005 c.c. of water. If 
the Shad been deprived for just a few hours, bursts of licking were 
less frequent and of short e r duration than drinking following longer 
deprivation periods. If rats were maintained on ad libitum water, the 
stereotyp ed licking rate retained its integrity. The spacing of 
bouts of licking, on the other hand, was more variabl e and was oft e n 
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charact e riz e d by rhythms--78 % of the water was consum e d during the 
evening hours. 
The st ereotypy of c onsummatory drinking beh a vior appears to 
be an inh e rit ed ch aracter istic in th e animal's behavioral repert oire 
and is hi ghly r esistan t to modification. Scha effe r & Premack (1961) 
demon s tr ated th a t the 6-7 lic ks per second drinking behavior occurs 
as ea rl y as 18 day s of age in infant rat s not havin g a previous 
opportunity to drink from a wa tering tube. Furthermore, th e consum-
ma tory l i ck rat e r ema ins con s t ant when r a t s are exposed to gamma-
irradi a tion (Sch aeffer & Smith, 1966) or when placed on various 
schedul es of reinforc ement where lickin g produced wat e r or salin e 
tr ea t e d wate r (Strick er, 19 66 ), occasions to run in an ac tivity wheel 
( Premack, Schaeffer & Hundt, 196 6) , or t e rminat e d an e l e ctric shock 
(S enter, Munz & Eimer, 19 66). Althou g h th e r ate of licking rem a ins 
constant, the ov e r a ll rate of r espo ndin g , c omposed of bursts of lick-
in g and p a u s ing, can b e brou gh t under the stimulus control of schedules 
of reinforc ement (Strick e r & Miller, 1965). 
Evid e nc e for th e variability of the appe titiv e phase of 
drinkin g b eha vior was d emonstr a ted by Bolles' (1968) work on entrain-
ment of pr ed rinkin g a ctivity. Rats normally show incr eases in activity 
which corr es pond to th e ir timin g of nocturnal drinkin g b ehavior. When 
rats are placed on a restrict e d drinkin g schedule the predrinking 
activity s hifts to ma tch the watering tim e of the depriv a tion schedule. 
Oa tl ey (1 96 7 a, b) presented evid e nce indic a ting th a t rhythmicity of 
drinkin g can b e reduc e d or e limin a t e d b y d ep rivation sch e dul e s or by 
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inducin g rats to drink hyp er ton ic saline solutions . No da ta are avai l-
able, howeve r, showing the effects of restricting water intak e to a 
short, constant dai ly tim e period on drinkin g behavior when the rat 
has been return ed to ad libitum drinking conditions. If drinkin g has 
been entrai ned to the deprivation schedule as Bolles (1968) suggested, 
normal drinking might be at l east temporarily disrupted. 
This brief review should in dica t e that drinking behavior 
is ex tr eme l y complex an d that it is fortuitious to simply look at 
the effects of chemical stimuli on the consummatory phase of behavior 
without considerin g normal drin ki ng patterns, antecedent events, th e 
animals phylogeny and otogeny of drinking behavior in a given animal . 
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Introduction 
Wolf (1958), in his encyclopedic r eview of the thirst liter-
ature, cit ed data showing th a t th e mammalian body cont ai n s 30-90% of 
it s weight in water. This percentage v a ri es as a function of s ev e ral 
factors: 1) the age of th e animal; 2) th e ambient environm e ntal t emper-
ature ; 3) the amount of fatty tis s u e ; 4) the water deficit imposed on 
th e animal; a nd 5) the functioning of th e pituitary-renal system. 
Unde r normal conditions, most mammals, including men, mai n-
t ain their water balance within th e narrow limits of+ 0.22% of th eir 
bod y weight. If the percentage of water to body weight drops abou t 
0.5 % (u sually l ess th a n 1% of body weight), man or do gs genera lly 
engage in behavior to restore the water balance (Wolf, 1958). Besides 
seeking water , other changes take place in the a nimal : gene r a l activity 
level often increases (Ashida, 1968); conductivity of brain tissue 
increases (Novin, 1962); food intake decreases (McFarland & Wright, 
1968); th e concentration of urine electrolytes change (Lutscher, 1964) 
and body weig ht d e cr eases (B e ck, 1964) to maintain a constant relation-
ship bet ween l ea n weight and body water (Collier & Levitsky, 1967). 
The effects of water depriv a tion on b ehavior and physiolo gy depend upon 
several factors--the phylogenetic modifications relev a nt to the main-
tenance of water b a lance und e r deprived conditions (Joyce & Summerfield, 
1967), th e availability of fluid foods or dry foods and water during 
the early stages of growth (Thompson and Leonard, 1969), and the environ-
ment of the a nimal during dep rived conditions (Campb e ll, 1964). 
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Water deprivation is a normal component in the homeostatic 
cycl e behavior of most animals; animals drink, the water is respired 
or lost through the urine and feces creating a negative water balance 
for the animal and inducing water seeking behavior. The conditions 
creating the search for and ingestion of water are becoming clearer; 
new techniques have been developed making it possible to interrupt 
the normal deprivation-ing e stion cycle and selectively create be-
haviors that are identified with thirst or behaviors eliminating the 
animal ' s negative water bal ance. The most valuable techniques for 
producing these conditions stem from the work of Gilman (1937) who 
inject ed a hypertonic saline solution into the blood supply of the 
brain and found that drinkin g occurr ed shortly aft e rwards. Since 
Gilman's (1937) study, several sophisticated techniques have been 
developed allowing researchers to selectively modify small areas of 
the brain and note the corresponding change in behavior. For ex-
ample, Andersson (1952) inj e cted hypertonic saline directly into 
the diencephalon or cooled and heated the brain (Andersson, et al, 
1964); Grossman ( 1960) has stimulated the brain with a wide variety 
of chemicals; others have destroyed small areas of the brain 
(Teitlebaum & St el lar, 1954), and still others have used electr ical 
stimulation of the brain to increase or reduce water consumption 
(Andersson, 1951). This res ear ch, especially on rats, has led sev-
eral investigators to propose thirst circuits in the brain (Fish er & 
Coury, 1964; Morgane, 1964; Miller, 1965; St evenson, 1964) which 
mediate the water ingestion-elimination sequences or cycles. 
lC 
Unfortunately, investigators don't always agree when re-
porting results for stimulation of certain brain loci with similar 
drugs (Crow, 1964), and there are apparently wide species differ-
ences in response to stimulation (Adolf, 1964; Grossman, 1967). 
History and Theories 
Historically th eo ries of thirst are of three major types, 
those emphasizing peripheral, general or central sensory mecha~isms. 
Each theory has historical antecedents originating in the early days of 
Greece and Rome, but only the theories derived from research, rather 
than philisophical speculation, will be discussed. These theories, 
and relevant res earc h, are found in the writings of the 19th and 20th 
century r esea rchers . 
Peripheral Theori es 
The Peripheral Theory, propounded and best developed by 
Cannon (1918, 1929, 1934), states that water intake is governed by 
the hygrostatic conditions of the mouth and throat. Cannon (1929) 
stated that thirst is a specific sensation resulting from dryness 
of the mucosa in the mouth and throat. The dryness is produced be-
cause, during dehydration, moisture is drawn from peripheral tissue 
to maintain the fluid level of the blood. One set of organs especially 
affected are the salivary glands because of the high concentration of 
water in saliva (97% under ad libitum water conditions). As water 
is drawn from the salivary glands they can no longer secrete enough 
saliva to m3intain the proper fluid level of the oral and pharyngeal 
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mucosa. The resulting dryness produc es a sensation of burning which 
elici~ the appetitive behavior of searching for water. 
The stimuli arising from the mouth and throat could,accord-
ing to the Peripheral Theorists, account for the complex of events 
described as thirst. Lat e r res earch has d emo nstrat e d th e dry-mouth 
h y pothesis, which is th e dominant Peripheral Th eo ry, is in ade quate 
as an explanatory conc ep t of thirst. The non essen tiality of sensory 
feedback from the mouth and thro a t was demonstrated by studi e s of 
neural d eafferenta tion of the mouth and throat by application of 
local anes th etics which failed to reduce fluid intake (Adolph, et al, 
1954 ). Furthermore, several experim e nts (And ersson , 1957; Bruce, 
1937) have shown that moistening the mout h and s ham drinking (wat e r 
passing through the mouth and throat, but not into th e stomach) does 
not greatly affect water intake (Lad e ll, 1946). 
General Theories 
General Theories relat e regulation of thirst principally 
to osmometric factors of general dehydration. The principal General 
Osmometric Theory was propounded by Mayer (1900 a). Mayer's theory 
stated that water deprivation results in an increased osmotic pressure 
in the blood. The hypertonicity of the blood produces vasodilation 
and increases blood pressure. The vascular changes are detected by 
cells in th e bulbar re gions of the brain stem and gi v e rise to sub-
jectiv e feelings of thirst (Mayer, 1900 b). 
Mayer's theory was prov e n inadequat e by Wettendorff's study 
(1901) demonstrating that significant differenc es in osmotic pressure 
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occurred only after twenty-four hours of water deprivation. Wettendorff's 
r esults led him to propose that all cells contain r eceptors differ-
entially sensitive to progressive d e hydration. This view suggests 
that thirst is a function of the sensory fe e dback of chang e s is osmo-
larity of all cells in the organism; severity of thirst then depends 
upon the osmometric differences in osmolarity of the cells and the 
fluid in th e int ers titial compartm e nts. In spite of th e appeal of 
We ttendorff's h ypo th es is, it seems untenable considering that 
transection of the spinal cord at the lower brain stem l eve l fails 
to reduce water intake (Grossman, 1967). I f Wettendorff's th eo ry 
were correct, th e r e duc e d sensory input from th e lower portions of 
the b ody should d ecrease the amount of water a n animal drinks . If 
c e lls are selectively sensitive to osmotic changes du e to a negativ e 
water balanc e , these cells must exist primarily in the brain or head 
region. 
According to other inv estiga tors (Gilman, 1937) the osmo-
metric cells must be sensitive not to gross osmotic chang es of 
electro l ytes in the plasma, but to the effective osmotic pr ess ure. 
Effective osmotic pressure can be defined as the concentration dif-
ferential in electrolytes between the intro-and ext ra-c ellu lar fluids 
(see Corbit, 1969 for discussion). 
Ce ntral Theories 
The Ce ntral Theories of thirst are similar in many ways 
to Wettendorff's Cellular-Dehydration Theory. Central Th eo ries place 
the osmom e tric c e lls associated with thirst in the central nervous 
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system. The first Central Theory to attract serious a tt ention was 
Leschke's (1918) hypothesis th a t an increase of plasma crystaloids 
might produce thirst because of an irritRting action on the cortex. 
Leschke's th eory was purely speculative and was denounced by Brunn 
(1925) and Oshme (1922) who hypothesized, in the absence of supporting 
data, that the "thirst center" must be in a more vegetative locus of 
the brain--particularly the diencephalon. 
In 1938 Bellow & Van Wagenen provided tentative evidence 
that the hypothalamus might be important in regulating thirst. Their 
evidence was derived from clinical studies of diabetes insipidus and 
hypothalamic produced d e ficiencies in pituitary functioning. Further 
evidence was obtained by Alajouanine & Thurel (1946) who demonstrated 
that electrical stimulation of the floor of the third ventrical pro-
duced subjective sensations of thirst in human subjects. Andersson 
(1952; 1953; 1955) and Andersson, et al., (1956; 1957; 1961) have 
presented conclusive evidence that the hypothalamus contains cell groups 
which are important in thirst regulation. Andersson's research has 
shown that th e "thirst centers" in the goat are in the region of the 
supraoptic and paraventricular nucl ei of the diencephalon. Greer 
(1955) and Teitelbaum & Stellar (1954), using ab lati on techniques, h ave 
verified Andersson's conclusions that the hypothalamus is important 
in thirst regulation. These latt er inve stigators us ed rats as their 
experimental subjects and found, contrary to Andersson's goat studies, 
th e thirst and hunger "c enters " overlap. Grossman & Grossman (1963) 
have shown th at stimulation of the amygdala produces a nd increases water 
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consumption. Other areas of the limbic system which, when stimulated, 
facilitate water consumption includ e dorsal-medial hippocampus, the 
dentate gyrus, and the cingulate cort ex (Fisher & Coury, 1964). 
Evid e nce of specific mechanisms of hypothalamic activity 
that affect water intak e has been e lucidated by chemically stimulating 
th e hypothalamus of rats. The amount of water an animal can be in-
duced to drink is a function of th e type of chemical inject ed into 
th e hypothalamus. This indicates th a t humoral events , other than 
changes in th e ef fective osmotic pr ess ure r es ultin g from hypertonic 
saline injections, affect drinking. Chemicals which induce drinkin g 
when injected into th e l atera l hypothalamus have cholinergic (Grossman, 
1960, 1962 a, b; Miller, e t al. 1964) and muscarinic (Stein & Seifter, 
1962) charact e ristics. 
Eff e cts of Wat e r Deprivation on Drinking Behavior and Physiology 
Drink ing rhythms. Rats mainta in ed on ad libitum food and 
water normally drink about 33 ml. of water and eat 19 gms . of food 
pe r day (Kutsch er, 1964). Most of the water intake occurs at night. 
Fitzsimmons (1957) reported that 90 % of all water in ges tion takes 
place during the non-daylight hours. Stellar & Hill (1952) also found 
the greatest percentage of water wa s consum e d durin g the evening hours, 
but reported only 75 % night consumption. Fitzsimmons (1957) further 
reported that drinking rhythm conforms to the typical patterns of 
diurnal cyclic phenomena, be ing influ en ced by, but not entirely de-
pend e nt upon, the lightin g sequence. Some drinking is prandial, or 
wat er tak e n with eating. 
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Several investigators have studied the rhythm of drinking 
behavior. Bolles (1968) has shown, under conditions of alternating 
periods of 12 hours light and 12 hours dark, rats deprived of water 
for 23.5 hours could become entrained to certain drinking rhythms 
Rats on the 12 hours light/12 hours dark cycle showed bursts of activ-
ity, as measured by a running wheel, prior to the "expected" drinking 
time. Rats placed on continuous dark or continuous light cycles showed 
no chan ges in activity prior to the availability of water. 
Fitzsimmons (1957) also claimed that drinking behavior is 
rhythmic and controlled by a biological clock. Oatley (1967) howeve r, 
has shown that re gard less of th e time of day rats rec e ive water after 
be in g dep riv ed, th ey drink enough water to make up the water defic it. 
She deprived rats of water for varying periods of time and allowed them 
to drink at different times durin g the day. If, as Fitzsimmons (1957) 
claimed, drinking is controlled by a biological clock, more drinkin g 
would occur during the test periods ta k in g place at night. Oatley's 
data did not support this conclusion. In fact, as stated above, there 
were no statistical differences in volume consumed regardless of the 
time of testing. 
Effect s of learning on drinking rhythms. It is possible 
that effects of learnin g might override normal rhythms. Bolles (1962) 
tested this possibility. He compared the "r eadiness to drink" of rats 
having a history of 12 days on 23 hour water deprivation with deprivation- · 
naive rats. Prior to testing he removed water from both gro up s of is 
for periods varying from 15 minutes to 96 hours. During the test period 
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the ~·s were placed in a box containing a water burret Drinking was de-
fined as 10 seconds of consummatory behavior . The latency to drink for 
both groups decr ease d as a function of increased deprivation times There 
was no significant difference in lat encies between rats having a history 
of deprivation and those h avi ng no such history. Apparently latency to 
drink is less affected by learning while on a constant time deprivation 
than by the actual per iod of depriv ation . Beck (1962) how eve r, demon-
strated that the amount of water consumed incr eases for successive 
drinking periods when rats are maintained on a continuous 23.5 hour 
deprivation schedule. If eac h deprivation period is separated by two 
day ad libitum recovery periods, the amount consumed on successive depri-
vation periods does not increase. This spacing of trials might prevent 
learning or it may interfere with bodily changes in response to water 
loss (Kut scher, 1964). Finally, Hatton & Alunti (1967) hav e shown that 
alternating deprivation periods with ad libitum periods do es not inter-
fere with the d ecrease of lat e ncies across time: th e amount of water 
consumed accurately refl ects whether the test per iod is durin g ad libitum 
or deprivation conditions. The amount of water consumed durin g test 
periods following deprivation was significantly higher than following 
ad libitum conditions. More importantly, the amount consumed following 
deprivation remained constant across time. 
Hatton & Ives (1969) have shown that latency to drink de-
creases as a function of the length of d e privation up to 23 hour . 
Deprivation of 23 to 72 hours did not reduce latency. Total water 
intake during the test period increa sed across all deprivation times 
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studied. Hatton & Ives' procedure was designed to eliminate the 
effects of learning. Each S was habituated to a 23.5 hour depri-
vation schedule for 17 days, enough time to allow int ake and renal 
exretion to stabilize (Kutscher, 1964). Then Ss were divided into 
2 groups. The first group rec e ived increasing deprivation from O to 
23.5 hours then decreasing deprivation tim es from 23.5 to O hours. 
The second group received the opposite tr eatmen t. Each deprivation 
period was separated by 3 days ad libitum drinking. 
De cr eased lat e ncy to drink as a function of increas ed depri-
vation seems to parallel an incr ease in general activity of rats as 
the amount of water deprivation continues. 
By alternating d e priving rats of water and food for 7 days 
on a 23 hour deprivation schedule, Ghents (1957) has shown that l atency 
to drink decreased over sessions and the amount of time spent drinking 
incre ased . 
Drinking and activity cycles. As mentioned earlier, rats 
increas e their activity prior to receiving water when placed on a con-
stant time deprivation schedule (Bolles, 1968). It has also been demon-
strated that wheel running activity increases as a function of the dura-
tion of deprivation length up to about 4 days (Campbell, 1964; 196 8). 
After this period of time, and with increased deprivations, activity 
drops off rapidly and reaches zero in about 7 days. Several investi-
gators have tried to demonstrate a relationship between activity and 
physiolo g ical changes. Bolles & Duncan (1969) have shown that the 
rectal temp e ratur e of rats inc _reases sharply immediately prior to the 
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scheduled drinking time. They feel that the temperature chan ge is a 
typic a l component of normal drinking b ehav ior and is a circadian 
activity. The scheduling of water, therefore, acts as an entraining 
stimulus for temperature changes. Furthermore, it was suggested that 
the rat becomes active when temperature is maximal. This r e lationship, 
if reli a ble, might explain the correlation b e twe e n whee l runnin g acti-
vity and drinking as demonstrated by Bol l es (1968). Campbell (1964) 
has shown that this relationship only holds true for certain temperature 
values. He housed wa t er deprived rats in cages wi th connected activity 
wheels in temperatures of 45°F, 780F, and 95°F . The 78° F rats were far 
more act i ve t han the 45°F rats. Further, activity levels at 78°F did 
not return to zero until the seventh d ay , whereas whee l running was 
near zero on the 5th day . Rats housed in a temperature of 95°F showed 
an inunediate decr ea se in activity from the 1st to 3rd day whe n they 
died. The weight lo ss of the two groups of anima l s was not signifi-
cantly different. It is possible, therefore, that activity has thermo-
regulatory properties: The Ss run to maintain a constant t empera ture. 
Campb e ll (1968) has shown this to b e an unlikely hypothesis. Although 
activity changes as a function of incr ease d deprivation, the amount of 
time [s spend in a heated chamber does not vary as deprivation length 
increases. 
Physiological changes during deprivation. It is possible 
that changes in activity r ef l e ct chan ges in the body's n ee d to main-
tain its water b a lance. Kutscher (19 64 ) presented evidence that sodium 
and potassium in the urin e show marked changes durin g th e first five days 
r 
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of a constant de privation program. Between the fifth and tenth days, 
changes in potassium content are toward pre-deprivation levels. Sodium 
level s also stabilize and approach pre-deprivation levels. 
Additional physiological parameters showing changes as a 
function of depriv a tion are: an increa se in brain tissue conductivity 
(Novin, 1962) and heart rate (Ashid a, 1968), a decrease in urin e 
volume, an incr eased concentration of urine electro lyt es (Kutscher, 
1964), and a decrease in food intake (Beck, 19 64 ; Collier & Levitsky, 
196 7) . 
The Role of the Hypothalamus and Other Structures in Controlling_Water 
Intake 
Effects of lesions. Teit e lbaum & Stellar (1954) first re-
ported that failure to drink accompanied failure to eat in animals 
with lesions in the lateral hypothalamus. Subsequent research has 
demonstrated that lateral hypothalamic lesions not only produce ap hagia 
combined with adipsia, but that adipsia can occur ind epe nd en t of aphagia 
(Montemurro & Stephenson, 1957; Eps t ei n & Teitelbaum, 1964) and aphagia 
independent of adipsia (Smith & McCann, 1962). Normally both deficiencies 
occur together and the animal often goes through pr edictable stages of 
recovery to eventual normal eating and drinking. During recovery the 
adipsia phase generally lasted longer than aphagia (Epstein & Teitelbaum, 
1964). However, those rats recovering eating and drinking behavior could 
not be classified as normal. Drinkin g , when it returned, did not show 
the typical daily rhythm, but was strictly associated with eating. That 
is, the animals were prandial drink ers (Epst ein & Teitelbaum, 1964). Ani-
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mals recovering from lateral hypothalamic lesions cannot maintain a nor-
mal water balance when placed on a water d e privation schedule or when 
they have receiv e d an inj ec tion of hypertonic saline . The disrupt e d 
drinking behavior was thought to be the result of impaired motor be-
havior associated with eating and drinking b ehav ior (Baillie & Morrison, 
1963). La teral animals that would not normally ingest water would bar 
press for intragastric inj ections of a fluid diet. These conclusions 
of motor impairment seem unlikely after consid er ing Teitelbaum & Epstein's 
(1962) demonstration of s pontan eous recov ery in eating and drinkin g in 
some animals . Both behaviors often r eap pear, but are not adequate in 
maintaining normal hom eosta tic b a lanc e. Ep s t e in & Teitelbaum (1964) 
showed that most drinking is prandial an d does not occ ur fo llowin g 
deprivation or increases in serum osmolarity. 
Harv ey & Hunt (1965) hav e shown that brain l es ions not only 
can disrupt or destroy drinking behavior, but also produce a pol ydips ic 
rat. This was demonstrated by placin g bilat era l lesions in the s e ptal 
area of three rats and comparing their intake with normals both in a 
free drinking and operant conditioning situation, where bar pressing 
was reinforced with water. The only condition in which animals with 
septal lesions did not excede normals in volume consumed was for bar 
pressing on a Differential-Reinforcement of Low rates (DRL) schedule 
of r einforcement. This might be expected because of the characteristic 
responding generated by this schedule. 
Effect of brain stimulation proc e dures on drinking b e havior. 
Because of the apparent overlap of hun ge r and thirst mechanisms d emon-
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strated by lesion work, many investigators have approached the problem 
using brain stimul a tion t e hhniques. Historically, the first brain 
stimulation study of thirst mechanisms was pe rform ed by Andersson 
(1951). He noted that e lectrical stimulation of anterior regions of 
the hypothalamus produced lic ki ng b e havior. This led Andersson to 
furth e r inv es ti ga t e variou s phenomena of hypothala mic control of 
drinkin g b e h av ior. In 1952 Andersso n inj ec t ed sma ll qu ant ities of 
hypert onic saline into v a riou s hypothala mic loci and noted that satiated 
goats b ega n drinking wit hin 30- 90 seco nds. And e rs son r e plicat e d this 
study in 19 53 and f urth er ela bor a t ed the role of th e medial hypoth a lamus 
in water r egu lati on . Only s timulati on nea r th e par aven tricul a r nucl e us 
e lici ted drinkin g behavior whereas inject i ons anterio r an d lat era l to 
thi s locus were in effe ctive in producin g drinking. In add iti on to in-
cr eased wa t er int ake , there was concommitant incr ease in the conc e nt-
tration of urin e ele ctrol y t es. This effe ct ge n e r a ll y occ urr e d within 
2-4 hour s follo wi ng stimulation. Andersson speculated th a t this polyuria 
was not in every case th e consequence of an increased intake of water. 
He felt that many of his saline stimulated goats would hav e shown polyuria 
even without ing es ting water. This would indicate that stimulation 
effects are twofold: first, producing an urge to drink, and second, 
producin g a ntidur e tic hormone to produce a concentration of urine elec-
trolyt e s. 
Andersson, Gale & Sundstein (1954) have shown that local 
coolin g a nd hea ting of the hypothal amus also have a profound eff e ct on 
water consumption. For this study goa ts were maintained in metabolism 
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cages at a room temperature of 18+3C . Cooling of the anterior hypo-
thalamus and preoptic nuclei was acheived by perfusion of permanently 
implanted silver thermodes with a cooled fluid. Cooling of the pre-
optic area produced a rapid decrease in drinking lasting for 2 days 
and only then did the goats compensate for the dehydration. In addition 
to the adipsia produced by preoptic cooling, there was an increase in 
rectal temperature. This increased temperature persisted beyond the 
period of preoptic cooling and the course of the thermoregulation, or 
return to normal temperature paralleled the increase and return to nor-
mal of the urine electrolytes, sodium and . potassium. In addition, 
localized cooling of the preoptic and anterior hypothalamus areas pro-
duced an increase in the amounts of adrenaline and noradrenaline ex-
creted in the urine. 
Localized warming of the anterior hypothalamic loci had 
effects opposite to cooling. Warming by perfusion of thermodes im-
planted medially in the preoptic anterior hypothalamic region increased 
the amount of water consumed. Eating, increased by cooling, was gen-
erally decreased by warming. When the goats were in a cooled environ-
ment, prolonged stimulation of the anterior hypothalamus with heat 
generally eliminated eating although the goats became considerably 
hypothermic. During the warming of the hypothalamus, the production of 
catecholamines, adrenaline and noradrenaline was depressed. 
Andersson (1951; 1952; 1953) demonstrated that the hunger 
and thirst "center" which appeared to overlap anatomically (Epstein & 
Teitelbaum, 1964) could be functionally isolated - at least in the 
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goat - using brain stimulation t ec hniqu es . Grossman (1964) reasoned 
that if ablation techniques (Epstein & Teitelbaum, 1962) were unable 
to separate the motivation a l systems of hunger and thirst, while they 
could be separated by localized cooling and h eat ing (Andersson, Gale & 
Sund stein, 1964), the systems might be f unctionally separated bio-
ch emi cally. 
Evidence of biolo gica l specificity for the chemical con-
trol of drinkin g behavior began with Verney (1947). He found that 
hypertonic sodium cloride solutions injected into the diencephalic 
blood supply produced rapid an d marked increases in the release of 
antidiuretic hormone. (Incr eases in the ant idiur etic hormone re-
semble conditions where a negative water balance has developed.) 
This hor monal change was noted by Andersson (1953). Abrahams & 
Pickford (1956) found that injections of acetycholine into the blood 
supply stimulated the neurosecretion of antidiuretic hormones and that 
the neursecretion could be antagonized by injections of adrenaline. 
Harrison (1961) ,replicat ed these results and also found that acetycholine 
plac ed directly into the pituitary inhibited th e release of thyrotropin 
and that the opposite condition occurr ed with injections of adrenaline. 
However, the most important finding of Harrison's study was that 
microinjections of fluid chemicals spread over large areas of tissue. 
Using radioautographic essay methods, Harrison found that fluid in-
jections of quantities as small as .003 ml. in the hypothalamus spread 
ov er as much as 5 m.m. of brain tissu e. The lar ge spread factor of 
fluid injections was also demonstrat ed by MacLean (1957 a, b) for chemi-
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cal stimulation of the hippocampus. MacLean compared the spread factor 
of fluids of various weights and densities of powdered chemicals. He 
found that fluids disp erse d alon g th e line of least resistance, gen e rally 
up the shaft of the nee dle. Powde red chemicals disp ers ed less and re-
mained in th e vicinit y of th e cannula tip unl ess the cannula was placed 
too nea r th e ce r ebral ventricles. 
Grossman (1960) presented ev id ence that specific chemicals, 
when placed in the hypotha l amus, would either produce or depress 
drin kin g behavior . The chemicals used to produce or accelerate drinkin g 
were tho se which could be classified as cholinergic. Those depressing 
drinking, adrenergic. In 1962 Grossman demonstrated conclusively that 
his findings were not the result of osmotic ch anges . He stimulated 
th e l ateral hypothalamus at the ventromedial nucleus l evel because 
previous research h ad shown that bilateral ablation of this area pro-
duc ed l ong l as tin g or permanent adipsia (St evenson, Welt & Orl off , 1950; 
Smith & McCann , 1962) while e l ectrica l stimulation (Andersson & McCann, 
1955), and perfusion with hype r tonic saline solution (Andersson, 1953) 
produced drinkin g in satiated animals. The chemicals us ed to produc e 
drinking behav ior were carbachol and acetylcholine which was capped with 
physosti gmine to retard degradation. The dru gs which de press ed drinking 
behavior were norepinephrine and e pinephrin e . All dru g s were prepared 
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in powdered form and placed into the hypothal amus via a double-barrel ed 
cannul a consistin g of 2 modified hypodermic nee dles. The outer cannula 
was a 21 gua ge stainless steel hypod er mic ne edle, with th e ousid e diamete r 
lath ed to 2.5 m.m. Appro x ima t e ly 5 m.m. of thread wer e placed on the in-
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side. The cannula was chronically impl ante d into th e lateral hypo-
thal amus and fastened to the skull with dental c eme nt. The hub of 
the inner cannula was lath ed down to a n outsid e diam e t e r of 1.5 m.m. 
and thr ea ded to fit into the outer cannula . Durin g stimulation th e 
powd ere d ch e mic a ls were t apped into th e tip of the inner cannula which 
was thr eaded into the outer. The tips of both cannula we r ef lush when 
the inner cannula was thr eaded into the o ut er (Gro ssman , 1962; 19 64) . 
The 1-5 mg. doses of powdered chemical used for stimulation were ob-
served to completely diffuse from the cannu l a in 4 -5 minutes. Grossman 
(1962 a) reported this diffusion period to be consistent with the be-
havi oral latency of drinking after the inner cannula had been inserted. 
This t echni qu e reduced problems associated with dose-
response effects . As Grossman (1962a) pointed out, the chemical con-
centration at the tip of the cannula is a l ways maximal. Adding more 
chemicals to th e inner cannula prolongs the period of time the chemical 
is in contact with br ain tissue, but does not incr ease the amount of 
chemical at the cannula tip and , therefore, in contact with th e brain 
tissu e. When drinkin g duration is fixed an d brief th e r e is no concern 
about dose-response relationships. 
If fluid chemicals are used, the dos e -response relationship 
becomes a critical factor (Miller, Gottesman & Emery, 1964). When 
. 
varyin g conc e ntrations of carbachol, a cholinergic ch emical, are pre-
pared in fluid form with isotinic saline and injected into th e lateral 
hypoth a lamus of rats that respond positively to carbachol by drinking, 
the water consumption incr eases lin ea rly as a function of increased con-
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centrations of carbachol. However, at high dosage levels of carbachol 
consumption dec r eased . The threshold dosage was .9 - 2. 7 x 10-lO moles. 
Concentration above 216 x 10-lO moles reduc ed drinking to baseline 
levels of near zero. According to Miller et al. (1965), these higher 
concentrations elicited behaviors which were incompatible with drinking. 
Leth argy and convulsions were often noted when high dosages wer e used. 
Besides demonstrating that drinking and eating behavior 
could be elicited from the same brain loci with different chemicals, 
Grossman (1962b) has also demonstrated th at drugs which are antagonistic 
either to cholinergic or adrenergic chemicals effectively blocked 
drinking or eating behavior which had been e licited by chemical stimu-
lation. Intra-peritoneal injection of 50 mg/kg of atropine sulfate, 
a cholinergic blocking agent , prevented carbachol induced drinking. 
Atropine sulfate, howe~er, had no effect on eating behavior indu ced 
by central stimulation with norepinephrine. To demonstrate that this 
effect was not the result of peripheral motor blocking, Grossman in-
j ected small doses of Dihenzyline, a chemical which blocks peripheral 
sympathetic activity, into the peritoneal cavity of rats. This chemical 
had no effec t on carbachol-induced drinking. 
The results of Grossman's (1962b) study gives additional 
evidence that thirst an9 hunger are under the control of central ner-
vous system mechanisms and the responsiveness of these systems is chemi-
cally coded. 
Grossman's work (1961, 1962a, 1962b) stimulated res ea rch 
design ed to delineate the actual neural and chemical mechanisms under-
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lying motivation, especially hung er and thirst. Stein (1963) extended 
Grossman's work by demon stra ting th at cholinergic blockers, other than 
atropine, are effective in reducing cholinergic-induced drinking. Stein 
compar e d two cholinergic blocking chemicals, atropine and scopolamine, 
with inactiv e quartenary a n alogs , the methyl nitrates, and found that 
th e water int ake of water deprived rats was r educed by atropine and 
scopolamine, but not by the ana lo gs . Food int ake was inhibited by th e 
methyl ana lo gs more th an with atropine and scopolamine. Stein claimed 
th ese results indicated the control of water consumption is controll ed 
centrally, whereas food consumption is controlled by peripheral effec ts . 
Support fo r this claim is provided by Leibowitz & Miller (1969) who 
found that endogeno u s norepin ep hrin e me diated eating elicited by cen-
tr al l y injected chlorpromazin e . 
The neural circuitry und er lying the central control of thirst 
was studied by Levitt & Fisher (1966) wit h th e use of atropine, a chol-
iner g ic block er chemical. Two cannulae were implant ed at various loci 
in the same or opposite h emisphe r e . During th e test phase of the experi-
ments Levitt & Fisher simultaneously inj ec ted carbachol into one cannula 
and atropine into the other locus. Pre-test carbachol stimulation demon-
strated that cholinergic stimulation of the septal nucleus, cingulate 
gyrus, fornix, medial thalamus, anterior thalamus and medial midbrain 
would induce drinking in satiated rats. The most effective sites were 
the fornix and anterior thalamus. The least effective was the medial 
thalamus. Whe n atropine was placed into any of the alternate locations, 
carbachol-induc ed drinking was reduc e d. This study is especially in-
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teresting in terms of tracing th e circuitry of the thirst mechanisms. 
The stimulated structures have been shown to have many anatomical inter-
connections (Raisman, 1966) and correspond to the structures which 
Morgane (1964) claimed are functionally r elated in controlling thirst. 
A structure not tested by Levitt & Fisher (1966), but known to have rich 
connections with many of the loci related to drinking, is the amygdala. 
Testing this structure with cholin ergic stimulation, Grossman (1964) 
found that carbachol, ac etycho lin e and GABA were inef fec tive in in-
ducing thirst with satiated animals. However, these three drugs sig-
nificantly incr ease d drinking in rats on a r est ricted wate r intak e. 
This was not replicated by Mont gomery & Singer (1969) who failed to 
elicit drinking when GABA was inj ec ted into the ventral amygda la. 
Levitt (19 68) tested the effects of anticholinergic drugs, 
atropine ans scopolamine, on deprivation indu ced thirst. Before the 
test phase, each rat was stimulated e ither unilaterally or bilaterally 
with carbachol. If the rat responded by drinking it was placed on a 
23 hour water dep rivation schedule for six days. On the seventh day 
anticholinergic drugs were injected e ither unilaterall y or bilaterally 
or empty cannula were inserted bilaterally as a control condition. The 
rats were tested with water and food present or water alone present. 
When both food and water were available, bilateral stimulation with 
anticholinergic chemicals had a small but significant effect in reducing 
b.oth food and water intake. Unilateral stimulation or stimulation when 
only water was available had no significant effe cts in reducing water 
intak e. 
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Criticizing Levitt's (Levitt & Fisher, 1966) study, Rautenberg 
(1967) suggested that carbachol might be diffusing into the ventricles. 
This would explain why stimulation of a lar ge number of structures pro-
duce drinking and why contralat e ral acholinergic block ade inhibit drinking. 
Fisher & Levitt (1967) provided indirect ev idence contradicting ven-
t ricular diffusion effects and direct evidence was provided by Myers & 
Cicero (1968). These investigators were t es ting whether or not mico-
in j e ctions of a cholin ergic compound into the cerebral ventricles would 
produce a dos e -d ependent polydipsia. Several concentrations of carbachol 
and a control chemical, saline, were injected into th e ventricles in 1 
ul doses. Injections were given around the clock for 3-6 days consecu-
tively. The results demonstrated that regardless of dosage of carbachol 
there was no significant increase in drinking over baseline l evels. Myers & 
Cicero (1968) d emonstrated that th e chemicals were diffusing throughout 
the ventricular system by injected a dye into the ventricles with the 
chemicals and inspecting the stained brains post obitum. 
Effects of cholinergic ch emicals on non-thirst motivational 
systems. The effectiveness of chemical stimulation of the hypothalamus 
in separating motivational systems has encouraged investigators to stimu-
late other structures chemically and observe the resultant behavior. 
Grossman (1963b), using adrenergic and cholinergic chemicals, has shown 
that structures other than the hypothalamus are sensitive to chemical 
stimulation. When th e amygdala of cats were stimulated with ACh, e l ectro-
physiological seizures appeared in the amygdala and eventually spread 
to hippocampus and hypothalamus. Cortical seizure activity was also 
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detected and within 10-15 minutes aft er the cortical seizures, motor 
seizures appeared. The effects of ACh s timulation were apparent 24 
hours after stimulation. Several eliptiform seizures of 2-5 minutes 
duration occurred and th e cats were ex trem e ly sensitive to sensory 
stimulation. Similar results were obtained using carbachol, but the 
effects were more permanent. McLean (1957) conducted similar re searc h 
with chemical stimulation of the hippocampus, a structure functiona lly 
and anatomically relat ed to the amygdala. In his pentobarbital anes -
thestized cats, ACh and methacholine did not produce persisting EEG 
changes. If the cholinergic chemicals were capped with physostigamine, 
a chemical which makes ACh resist ant to de gradation by cholinestrases, 
EEG characteristics changed within minutes to a low vo lt age rippl e -like 
activity at a frequency of 20 to 30 cyc l es per second . This activity 
changed to higher amplituded waves of 14 to 16 cycles per second and 
finally r eturned to normal within 20 minutes. In unanesthestized cats 
ACh and methacholine (capped with physostigamine) produce eve n higher 
amplitude EEG activity. Carbachol produced even more pronounced e lectro-
physiological seizur e act ivity in both unanesthetized and anesthetized 
cats. Seven to fifteen minutes after carbachol was de posited, high 
voltage spikes appeared reaching amplitudes of 1400 mV to 1600 mV for 
as long as 40 to 60 minutes. The dissipation of activity shows the 
same general characteristics as the build up of seizure activity. The 
seizure activity produced by cholinergic stimulation is similar to 
activity produc ed by damage to the hippocampus (McLean, 1957). 
Hernand ez -P eon (1965) ha s shown that cholinergic stimulation 
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of the sleep pathways, which involve pathways desce nding from the cortex 
through the limbic midbrain circuit and ascending pathways going 
throu gh the medulla and pons to the midbrain, produc e s sle e p. Sleep is 
also induced by an injection of eserine, a chemical which inhibits 
de gradation of ACh. Typical of cholin erg ic syst ems , the effects of ACh 
or carbachol can be disrupt ed by atropine if placed appropriately in 
th e system. 
Sev era l other important motivational systems are controlled 
by cholinergic stimulation. For recent reviews of ch olin ergic mechanisms 
see Car lton (1963) and Reeves (1966). 
In addition to cholinergic chemica ls property of eliciting 
r esponden t lik e behaviors, cholinergic stimulation has a lso been shown 
to int era ct with the acquisition of various behaviors. As previously 
noted, hypothal amic injections of cholinergic chemicals can mimic the 
effects of water deprivation in operant conditioning studi es where rats 
hav e been trained to press a bar to r ece ive water reinforcement (Grossman, 
1962a), or to run a runway to get access to a drin king tube (Khavari & 
Russel, 1966). However, choliner g ic stimulation of the midbrain reti-
cular formation consistently impaired behavior in maze and bar pressing 
operant conditioning situations where food was used as reinforcement. 
Cholin erg ic antagonists had similar but l ess sev e re effects. Similarily, 
acquisition of avoidance or appetitive behaviors were blocked by the anti-
cholinergic dru g, atropine, when thalamic reticular systems were stimu-
lated (Grossman & Grossman, 1966; Grossman & Peters, 1966). 
The research on the cholin erg ic pathways in the rats brain 
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has recently been summarized by Shute & Lewis (1966). They claim there 
are two major cholinergic pathways in the brain. These systems not 
only have fibers containing ChE and AChE, but also fibers which are 
cholinoceptive rather than cholinergic. These fibers appear to be 
distribut ed differently than the monaminergic fibers and possibly rep-
resent some degree of antagoninun between the two systems. This ana-
tomical data is in agreement with many of the stimulation studies 
cited above. 
The diff erential distribution of cholinergic and monaminer gi c 
fibers also adds cred ence to th e thirst systems worked out by Coury 
(1957), Fisher & Coury (1962, 1964), Morgane (1964) and Stevenson (1964). 
The se systems correspond basically t o the motivational pathways desc rib ed 
by Pap ez (1938) and more r ecen tly by Nauta (1958). This is a compl ex 
interconn ec ting system which includ es th e hippocampus, the fornix, the 
mammilary re g ions of the hypotha lamus, the mammilothalamic tract, the 
anterior nuclei of the thalamus and the cingulate gyrus. The exact 
functional and anatomical relationship be tween these structures, how-
ever, has not been completely described (Raisman, 1966). 
Psychog enic Drinking 
Cannon (1929) and other early investigators recognized two 
types of thirst: thir~t produced by a negative water balance or dehy-
dration and thirst resulting from psychogenic or non-physiolo gica l 
causes. The behavior associated with each has been labeled regulatory 
and non-regulatory drinking respectively (Corbit, 1969). The two types 
of drinking often interact and produce a complex thirst which is difficult 
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to analyze. In fact , it is difficult to isolate either syst em for 
adequate analysis (Corbit, 1969). Since r eg ulatory drinking has al-
ready been discussed at len g th the remaind er of this paper will be 
devot ed to non-r eg ulatory or psychog enic drinking. 
Sch edule induc ed polydipsia. In 1961 Falk (196la, 196lb) 
reported that rats drink as much as 5.5 times the normal daily water 
intak e under certain situations. When Falk placed wat e r in an operant 
conditioning chamber where rats were bar pressing for food pellets, 
he not ed that th e rat ~ would drink approximately 0.5 ml. of water 
after eating each .0 45 gram food pellet (Falk, 19 64) . This post-food 
ingestion drinkin g had been previously recognized and termed '' prandial 
drinkin g" by Teit e lb aum & Epstein (1962). The characteristics of this 
syndrom e are remarkably simil ar to th e clinical symptoms of psycho ge nic 
polydip s ia or compulsive drinking in humans. Furthermore, schedule in-
duced polydipsia can be sel ec ti ve l y disrupted or attenuated by small 
hypoth a lamic lesions while normal, re gula tory drinking is left intact. 
Schedule induced polydipsia can also be disrupted by small intraperitoneal 
injections of me thamphetamin e (Falk, 1964) and by amphetamine (Segal & 
Oden, 1968), and potentiated by injections of pentobarbital. These 
result s are dir ectly opposed to the drugs' effects on deprivation pro-
duc ed drinking. The syndrom e does resemble deprivation produced 
drinkin g in some ways howev er. S~ will accept greater concentrations 
of dilute saline solutions during schedule induc ed polydipsia than 
during ad libitum drinking conditions (Falk, 1964). 
Later research (Kee hn & Ngai, 1969) has shown that artane, 
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an anticholinergic drug, can attenuate water intake in rats made poly-
dipsic by the Falk technique. The drug has no effect on drinking in 
non-polydipsic animals. This would give further credence to the con-
cept that schedule induced polydipsia is related to normal thirst. 
A second exp l anation is possible, however. Segal (1965) 
established lever pressing and tube licking on a non-contin ge nt fixed-
interval (FI) schedule of reinforc emen t. He found a gradual deve l op-
\ 
ment of long periods of drinking following th e delivery of each food 
pellet. The data from this and other experimen ts l ed Se gal to con-
elude that polydipsia is not due to thirst alone, but may be due to 
adventitious r e inforcement contin gencies . This conclusion is further 
supported by the work of Reynierse & Spanier (196 8) who demonstrated 
that adaptations to th e bar-press feeding schedule is in s uffici en t to 
account for th e excessive drinking of schedule induced and polydipsic 
rats. Mottin (1969) found that th e number of licking r esp ons es to 
extinction increases, typical of par tial reinforcement effects, when 
food has been delivered on a non-contingent basis. This resembles 
Premack's (1 965) work on reinforcin g and reinforcable events. Premack, 
Shaffer & Hundt (1964) have shown that rats will greatly increase their 
water consumption when whee l-runnin g is made contingent on water drinking. 
It might be possibl e to exp l ain Falk's (196la, 196lb, 1964) findings 
as the establishment of a superstitious chain of behavior producin g 
a high probability event-- eating food. 
Taste factors. Recent studies indicate that the volume of 
fluid intake is greatly influenced by addition of various agents such 
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as salts and sugars . Stricker (19 66) using a "drinkom eter" similar 
to thos e desc ri bed by David (1961) and Hulse (1960) found that pre-
loading or pr ed rinking of 0.9% of saline/water solutions had a smaller 
decremental effect on number of licks to satiation for thirsty r ats 
than did preloading with non-saline treated water. If rats are made 
thirsty by carbachol injections, how eve r, normal water is preferred 
to various conc e ntration s of saline (Stricker, 1966). In addition, 
Taylor & Schaeff er (1966) have shown that rats which are deprived of 
water for six hours pr efer saccharin solutions to water by a factor of 
at l eas t thr ee to one. 
Conclu sions 
Drinkin g behavior is difficult to conveniently partition 
into regulatory and non-regulatory or psychological components, but a 
general statement can be mad e about a rtificially induc e d thirst: 
1) The water ba lance of th e animal directly influenc es changes in the 
physiology and behavior of the animal. Of th e behavioral changes, 
the most conspicuous are: a) an incr ease in activity as deprivation 
increases followed by a decr ease in activity after prolon ge d depriv-
ation; b) an ent rainm en t of ac tivity cycles to the deprivation 
schedul e ; and c) an increase in b ehaviors which result in obtaining 
water. 
These behaviors are presumably mediated by chemical changes 
in th e body of the animal. Deprivation of water produced a n egative 
water balance whic h changes the osmolarity of the body fluids and tri g-
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gers off cells in the hypothalamus. It is possible to intervene in 
this thirst cycle by directly manipulating events at the level of 
the hypothalamus. If cholinergic ch emical s are placed directly in 
contact with ce lls at various hypothalamic loci the stimulated ani-
mal will often begin to drink. Adrenergic chemicals however, have 
an opposite effect and decrease the probability that the animal will 
engage in drinking behaviors. Recent evidence suggests that central 
nervous system components might not play a unitary rol e in thirst or 
hun ger detection and peripheral mechanisms migh t make an important 
contribution (Gerald & Maickel, 1969; Leibowitz & Miller, 1969) in 
controllin g drinking and eating behaviors . 
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Experiment :ffl 
Experiments on thirst have been predominantly concerned 
with drinking under artifical circumstances, for example, water depri-
vation and injections of chemicals exceeding levels normally avail-
able in the brain to induce thirst. Investigations of water consumption 
under conditions of minimal experimental intervention include Fitzsimmons 
(1957), Siegel & Stucky (1947) and Stellar & Hill (1952). These studies 
indicate that thirst is a complex b e havior which cannot be explained as 
behavior which simply reduces a negative water balance. An important 
confounding variable appears to be natural drinking rhythm. Fitzsimmons 
(1957) noted that rats drank 95% of their daily intake during the evening 
hours. This pattern led him to hypoth e size that drinking is controlled 
by a biological clock. Stellar & Hill (1952) reported similar nocturnal 
consumption levels (78 %). More recently, Bolles (1968) and Bolles & 
Duncan (1969) substantiated the rhythmicity concept of drinking by demon-
strating that pre-drinking increases in activity and body temperatures 
can be entrained to a deprivation schedule. Several studies demonstrate 
that the en trainm ent is not a simple case of l ea rning (Hatton & Alurli, 
1967; Beck , 1962) and Oatle y (1967 a,b) d emonstra ted that certain experi-
mental conditions can override existing normal patterns or rhythms of 
drinkin g. If drinking rhythms exist, imposed laboratory manipulations 
may limit the genera lity of results to a restricted class of thirst or 
drinking behavior. This hypoth esis was supported by Levitt & Fisher 
(1967) who could not demonstrate anticholinergic blocking of drinking 
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rats maintained on ad libitum water schedule but were able to block 
cholinergic induced drinking (Levitt & Fisher, 1966). 
A simple test of the disruptive effects of deprivation 
and chemical induced drinking on normal drinking rhythms is to com-
pare the rhythms of animals maintain e d on ad libitum water with ani-
mals which have a prolon ge d history of water deprivation. If drinking 
rhythms are like other circadian rhythms (Marler & Hamilton, 1967), 
and have becom e entrained to th e deprivation pe riod there should be a 
delay in th e r e in s tatem e nt of drinkin g behavior to the fre e drinking 
sch edule. Conv e rsely, if the rhythms of the tw o groups are out of 
phas e when return ed to ad libitum conditions, this indicates that 
wat e r d ep riv ation stu dies manipulate both thirst as a simple operant 
and also a comple x of phyl oge neticall y derived behaviors (Skinner, 
1966). These biolo g ically d e termin ed behaviors may not operate under 
the same laws as ontogenetic behavior s . Ther efo re, studies utilizin g 
thirst as a behavioral manipulation may not be generalizab l e to ad 
libitum conditions. 
Method 
Subj ects 
The subjects were two groups of four male, albino rats of 
the Wistar strain. Each~ was approximately 110 days of age at the 
beginnin g of the experiment and was randomly selected from a large colony . 
of rats hous ed in the laboratory. Each rat was r emoved from a colony 
cage and placed into an individual home cage. Prior to th e exper im ent 
Ss had been on ad libitum food and wat e r schedules. 
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Apparatus 
The test chamber was a 12 x 12 x 13 inch metal and plexi-
g la ss chamber with a grid floor. One of the metal panels had been 
modified to include 2 one-inch stimulus l amps mounted 9 inches above 
the floor and 2 inches from the right or left of centerline. Four 
inches above the floor and on the midlin e of the panel a modified LVE 1420 
water dispenser protruded 1/8 inch into the chamber. The metal drinking 
spout had been replaced by a teflon tube with a 1/6 inch hole bored 
through the center. Immediately below th e orifice a metal rod (1/16" x 
1/2") had b ee n insert e d into th e teflon. The end of th e metal rod was 
flush with the end of the t ef lon tub e . If th e tube (including th e metal 
contact point) was lick ed, an elec tric al circuit was comp l ete d throu gh 
th e animal to th e pro grarrnning equipmen t. The programming eq uipm ent was 
arranged so each ton gue lick cr eated a brief e l ec tric al pulse. A second 
lick could be effective in generating a new pulse only if tongue and 
tube contact had first been broken. Lickin g activated a solenoid which 
delivered 0.005 - 0.01 cc of tap water to the end of the tube. Program-
ming was done with standard electromechanical modules. Lick responses 
were recorded on a cumulative recorder and on digital impulse counters. 
Procedure 
Th e fs were placed on an ad libitum food and water schedule 
for 5 days allowing them to habituate to th e n ew living conditions. On 
the sixth day four of the fs (E xperimenta l group ) were placed on a 23 
hour water deprivation schedule, while a second group offs (Control 
group) remained on an ad libitum water schedule . Both groups had con-
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tinuous access to food. The deprivation schedule for the experimental 
group la s ted twenty days during which water was available only between 
3 - 4 p.m. After this period the water bottles were r emoved from the 
cages. As a control for amount of experimenter contact, the bottl es of 
the control rats were remov e d, refilled and r ep laced during the experi-
mental ~'s drinking pe riod. Kutscher (1964) had shown that twenty days 
of deprivation trainin g a r e more than adequ ate for stablizing wat e r and 
food consumption levels, weigh t changes, and urine-electrolyte levels. 
Beginning on d ay tw enty -six one o f the e i gh t ~s was selected 
by drawin g a number from a hat for testing. Each d ay for the following 
7 days one of the rem ai nin g animals was selected for te st ing. After the 
24 hour test period each~ was r et urn ed to its home cage and placed on 
an ad libitum food and water schedule. 
Testin g consist ed of: 1) placin g the S in th e test chamber, 
which was ill uminate d with a top mounted houselight from 7 p.m. to 6 a.m., 
and; 2) activating the drinking and recording apparatus which delivered 
water for each lick. The Ss were placed in the test chamber at 4 p.m. 
The experimental Ss had just completed their scheduled one hour access 
to water . 
The first hour of licking behavior was recorded but excluded 
from analysis for two reasons. 1) Fink & Patton (1953) have shown that 
environmental changes produce a short term decrement in the amount of 
water rats normally consume. 2) The ~s were required to locate and 
learn to drink from the lickin g apparatus. Pilot research had shown 
this takes place in about 30 minut es to on e hour without training. 
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At th f en d of th e 24 hour test for rhythmic drinkin g th e 
cumulative records were ana lyz ed for the number of licks p er hour. 
Results 
Fi gure 1 (pag e 42) graphica lly presents th e percentage of 
water intake per 2 hour period for th e two groups of an imals. Th e 
graph shows drinkin g only for the periods of 7 p.m. the first day to 
4 p.m. the next day. The r e cords for both groups demonstrat e that 
most drinking t a k e s pl a ce during the eveni n g hours (7 p.m. - 6 a .m.). 
Th e total nwnb e r of licks during the 7 p .m. to 6 a .m. period accoun t s 
for 84 % of all wa t e r consum e d for the ex perim ental animals and 88 % for 
the control animals. If the two hours betwe e n 5 and 7 p.m. are included 
in th e data th e p e rc enta ge s drop to 78 % and 81 % for the experimental 
and control group s r e spectiv e l y . 
Figur e 1 a l so indicates th at there were two periods of major 
drinking ac tivit y for both gro ups during the evening hours. These occur 
at approximately 9 to 10 p.m. an d 3 to 6 a .m. (6 of the 8 animals showed 
a peak betw een 4 a nd 5 p.m . ). Ther e was a minor peak of drinking activity 
durin g th e mid-day period, but it was greatly attentuated for both groups 
compar ed to the ev en in g p eaks . The group averages correspond s to the 
individu a l drinking r ec ords with the ex c eption of Control rat # 2 who had an 
a dd itiona l peak a t 11 p.m. This bur s t was brief compared to the 4 a.m. 
activity . Th e cumulative records s ho w th e r e were few p e riod s of non-drinkin g 
Figure 1. 
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during the evening hour, whereas durin g the day drinking activity was 
the exception. 
The total number of licks per hour for each group demon-
strates that while the sequencing of drinking activity is similar for 
groups, experimental ~s con sume d more water than th e control animals 
(10, 780 licks co mpare d to 8,952 licks). The average number of li.cks 
for the control group was 2,488 with extremes of 2,517 and 2,459. The 
average number of licks for the expe ri menta l group was 2,695 with ex -
trem es of 2,297 and 3,093. The average amount of water consumed for 
th e control ~s was approximately 37 c.c. while th e expe rim enta l group 
consum ed approximately 40 c.c. This difference was not significant 
(t = 1.28; P> .05: Appendi x I, table 1). 
Discussion 
This experiment indicates that prolonged deprivation trainin g 
does not adversely affect normal drinking patterns when an animal returns 
to ad libitum consumption. Furthermore, these data are in agreement with 
Stellar & Hill's (1952). In their study rats consumed an average of 35 c.c. 
of water. The averages for the present study are 37 c.c. and 40 c.c. for 
the control and experimental rats respectively. These averages are unlike 
Falk's (1964) study where he found that rats consume approximately 27 c.c. 
on the average. The difference might be due to the type of water dispen-
ser used: Falk used regular laboratory watering bottl e s, and Stellar & 
Hill us ed an automated drinkom e ter similar to that used in the present 
study. 
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One point of possible discr e pancy between the present study 
and that of Stellar & Hill (1952) is the total amount of time Ss spent 
in obtaining water. Stellar & Hill reported that their ~s spent a total 
of 21 minutes in water consuming behavio rs and the present data indicates 
that the evening hours drinking activity was marked by its few periods of 
total abstention and more frequent periods of at least minimal drinking 
activity. This was true of both control and experimental ~s. The dis-
crepancy can be resolved if Stellar & Hi l l's data only include the 
actual lappin g time rather than includin g the time that l apses during 
licking respon ses while the ~s were enga g ed in drinkin g activity. 
In conclusion it is fairly reasonable to assume that wat er 
deprivation sch edules do not greatly disrupt the mechanisms of thirst. 
This presumably is an adaptive mechanism which allows th e animal to 
suffer privations, compensate when th e resource is available and return 
to the rhyth m consistent with the animal's patterns of living. If this 
conclusion is realistic th en thirst based on manipulations of an organ-
ism's water balance have generality to thirst produced by a variety of 
conditions in cluding normal dehydration. 
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Experim ent lfII 
Considerin g that d ep rivation mi ght not systematically alter 
drinking b eha vior, the n ex t import ant control dimension that must be 
investigated is the effect of c ann ula implantation on drinking behavior. 
This is a nec essary step before determining the effec ts of chemical 
stimulation of "drinkin g centers." Crow (1964) has shown that e l ectrodes 
implant ed into the lat eral hypothalamus of r ats greatly reduced water 
intake wh e r e water was provided for 22 hours a day and removed for 2 hours 
durin g food presentation. On thi s schedule and before implantation, the 
rats consumed approximately 80 cc per day. Afte r ele ctrod e implantation 
into the l atera l hypothalamus the drinking volume decreased to 15-20 cc 
per day. At the end of 10 days the intake l evel had gradual l y increased 
to approximately 30 cc. 
In addition to the attenuation of the wa t e r int ake l eve l s 
the volume of urin e output s ho wed a similar, but l ess pronounced decrease. 
The urine output volume was grea t e r than th e water intake volume follow-
ing electrode implantation. This polyuric condition is similar to that 
of rats with lateral hypothalamic lesions (Epstein & Teitlebaum, 1964), 
but definitely not charact e ristic of normal water deprived rats (see 
Beck's Comments; Wayner, 1964, p. 482). 
Crow's (1964) data are unusual in that he reports baseline 
drinking lev e ls which greatly exceed levels reported by other investigators 
(Stell ar & Hill, 1952; Falk, 1964; and see Experiment III) for nonnal animals, 
but are more consist ent with tho se r epo rt ed by Falk (1964) for schedule-
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induced polydipsic anim a ls. It is inter es ting to note, however, that the 
post-operative levels were more consistent with free drinking levels than 
the pre-operative levels. 
Whether or not Crow's rats consumed unusu a lly high l eve ls 
during free drinking periods is peripheral to th e purpos e of this study. 
Th e important question is: does th e sta b wound produced by cannular 
implantation affect water consumption? If it does, th en the character-
istics of the drinking behavior are altered so as to make further d ata 
using chemical stimulation suspect. This study therefore attempted to 
determine the effects of implantation on water intake as compared with 
non-implant e d S s . 
Method 
Subjects 
Seven adul t male albino rats were us e d as subjects. Each 
rat was housed separately in a 6" x 6" x 12" standard wire cage. Food was 
available at all times and water was available for one hour every twenty-
four hours. Water was provided at the same hour (3.00 p.m.) each after-
noon. Five rats (experimental §_s) were unilaterally implanted with stain-
less steel cannula. Two non-implanted rats served as controls. Additional 
control §_s were not used because of the consistency in consumption levels 
reported for rats on 24 hour water deprivation schedules (Beck, 1964; 
Collier, 1964). 
Apparatu s 
Water consumption was measured by recording the changes in 
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fluid levels in a 50 ml. tube with one ml. graduations. The tube was 
fitted with a rubber stopper and metal flow no zzel. Water flowed through 
the nozzel only when the Ss licked the ope n end . 
The cannula implanted in the Ss consisted of two shortened 
hypodermic needles threaded to accept eac h other and a stopper screw. The 
outer cannula, a 21 gauge hypodermic n ee dle, was cronically implanted with 
the tip in th e l a t e ral hypothalamus (DeGroot, 1959). The inner portion of 
the outer cannula was machin e d with 2 sets of threads. Th e first, at the 
base of the hub, was desi gn ed to accept the inner cannula. The upper set 
of thr eads we re tooled to accept th e stopper screw (fi gure 2). 
o·.1 th e outer portion of th e cannul a , immediate ly above th e 
needl e , was a flanged force washer. This washer gave the cannula a great 
surface area over which the dental acrylic cap was placed. This reduc ed 
the probability of the cannula pulling out of the skull and acrylic cap. 
The inner cannula (fi gu r e 2) was a modified 26 gauge needle. 
This cannula was inserted into th e outer ca nnula and they were thr ea de d 
together. The upp er portion of th e inner cannula had threads to accept a 
stopper screw. Th e inner and outer cannula were cut to a length that 
resulted in both shafts extending 9 mm from the hub of th e outer cannula. 
The inner cannula could be removed from the outer to be cleaned and filled 
with chemicals for app lic ation purposes. 
Procedure 
Each~ was initially placed in an individual cage and given 
free access to food and water for thr ee days. During this period five Ss 
were selected and i~planted with a cannula . Cannula implantation consisted 
of anesthetizing th e ~' with 42 mg . per kg. of Nembutal, shaving the dorsal 
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portion of the h ead, mounting the 1 in standard stereotaxis apparatus and 
surgically implanting the cannula. 
Sur gery consisted of making a one-inch incision mid sagit-
ally on the dorsal surface of the head and spreading the skin, muscle and 
connective tissue laterally exposing the skull. The temporal muscles were 
separated from the parietal ridges (Goldstein, 1967) and two 1 mm hol es 
were bored into each lateral surface of the skull at the lin e of the Bregmas . 
A stainless steel jew e l er 's screw was inserted into each hole. Approximately 
1/16" of th e screw was exposed above the skull. Two additional scr ews were 
inserted into th e dors a l surface of the skull, one anterolateral and one 
posterolateral to th e junction of the midline a nd Bregmas. After each of 
the four screws was in ser ted into the skull, a sma ll cap of d ental acrylic 
was form e d around each screw. 
A slightly lar ger hol e was drill e d into the skull 5.6 mm 
anterior and .5 - 1 mm lateral to the zero co-ordinates of DeGroot's 
stereotaxic atlas for the rat. These co-ordinates were generally coincident 
with the Bregmas. After the hole was drilled the dura matter was punctured 
with a needle and the cannula was lowered into the hole to a depth of 8.5 -
9.0 mm below the dorsal s urf ace of the skull. This depth approximated the 
lev e l of the lateral hypothalamus according to the DeGroot atlas (DeGroot, 
1959). 
When the cannula was in place, a d ental acrylic cap was built 
around the cannula and connected to the four c aps s urroundin g the stainless 
steel skull screws. Finally, the skin was drawn around the cap a nd sut ured 
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Figure 2. The cannula system used is presented above. On the ri ght 
is the outer cannula which was chronically implanted and 
fixed to the sku ll by screws and dental acrylic (lower 
pictur e ). The inner cannula (left) thr ea ded contained 
,. 
i 
I 
the ch emicals and thr ea d ed into the outer. The screw (top) 
capped the cannula to pr ev e nt foreign ma _rial from entering 
the brain. 
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closed (fi gure 2, page 51). 
After surgery th e 1 was r emov e d from th e stereotaxic appar-
atus, inj ec ted with a combiotic to prevent infections a nd return e d to his 
home ca ge to recup erate for approximately three days. 
Following r ec up erati on, th e is were pl ace d on a twenty-three 
hour water deprivation s ch ed ul e. Food was available at all tim es . Durin g 
th e one-hour drinking period the graduated tube containing 50 ml. of water 
was attached to the vertical surface of the cage with the wa t e r spout 
protruding into the cage. The hour session began when the S began licking 
the water spout and air bubbl es appeared in the tub e. Afte r one hour th e 
tub e was removed from the cag e , the wa t e r level noted on th e graduated 
cylinder. Th e level of remainin g water was subtracted from the original 
50 cc and the amount consumed was recorded to the neare s t 0.5 cc. The 
tube and spout were th e n clean ed and placed back into the storage rack. 
Data were collected for e i ght consecut iv e days for each S. 
Results 
Table 1, Appendi x 2, repres e nts the volum e consum e d in cc's 
by each of th e 5 experimental and 2 control rats. Thi s average volume 
consumed for both groups was about 19 cc. This is consistent with the 20 
cc consumption levels reported by Beck (1964) and Colli e r (1964) for 
deprived rats. The few irregul ar values, day 1 for c1 and day 4 for D5 were 
prob a bly th e result of improperly mountin g the water apparatus. In spite 
of their inconsist e nci es, the irr eg ul a r valu e s were r eta in e d for analysis 
b ecause of inadequate e vid ence tl1at th ey did not r epr ese n t real drinkin g 
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phenomena and not experimental artifacts. The averages consumed were 
18.9 cc and 20.4 for the experimental and control groups respectively. 
These data indicate a reduc ed intake for th e experimental ~s. However, 
non-corr e lated t-test of the consumption v al ues of th e control Ss and 
the experimental ~ s showed that th er e were no si gnificant differ enc es 
in consumption lev e ls ov er th e e i ght days (t = 1.56, E > .05), 
Appendi x II, Table 2). 
A systematic volume change for a ll an imals was found, 
howev er, as a functi on of tim e on the depriva tion sch ed ule. Both 
control and experime nt a l anima ls gene rall y consumed l ess water on days 
three and six than on days on e , five, seven and eight (Figure 3, page 52). 
An a nalysis of variance t es t ( excludi n g c1 beca u se of the irr egu l ar 
con sump ti on on days one and e i ght) of th e drinkin g values per day 
demon s tr ates that th ere was a signif ic an t diff er enc e in th e volum e 
consumed on different days (F 2.45, E < .05). Furth er analysis s hows 
(Appendix II, Tabl e 3) th a t the low intake days are differ ent from high 
high int ake days (F = 15.36, 2-:> .99), but the two low consumption 
days (thre e and six) do not differ from each other and th e high con-
sumption days (one, five and s even) are not significantly different. 
The tim e between hi gh and low days repres ents a fairly constant period 
of three to four days ov er the period of time sampled and is consistent 
among th e animals t es ted. 
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Figure 3 . The abo ve graphs represent the amount of water consum e d for th e experimental 
is (D1 - D5) following cannula implantation and the control Ss (C1 - C7) who 
we r e not implanted. 
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Disc ussion 
The results of this study indicate that there were no signi -
ficant differences between cannula implanted animals and non-implanted 
animals. Therefore, with th e op erative proc e dure described above, stab 
wounds in the brain do not significantly interfere with normal drinking 
behavior. Th e slightly lo wer consumption averages for the experimental 
~s could have result e d from samp lin g bias or possibly from post op e r a tive 
shock. For comparative purposes note th a t Crow (1964) began measuring 
water intake immediately after surgery without allowing a r e cuper ative 
period; whereas, in th e present study a recup e rative p er iod of thr ee 
days, where the Ss were on a d libitum food and water, was interpol ate d 
between surgery and the beginning of testing. Possibly in Crow ' s stu dy the 
immediate reduction of water following surgery had an int erac tive effec t 
with th e post-operative physiological chan ges (includin g those produc e d by 
pre-sur ge ry conditions such as th e type of anesthetic administered) combin-
ing to produce th e reduced int ake levels. Crow consid e r e d this possibility 
but unfortun a t e ly did not experimentally investigate this hypothesis. In 
addition, Crow did not allow the r e covery of drinkin g l eve l s to continue 
until the anima l died or returned to some stable value. Crow's data show 
that the low est consumption values occurred irrnnediately after surgery. The 
following days were marked by a constant increase of water consumed. The 
present results provide evidence th at drinkin g in rats not only shows circad-
ian drinking rhythms, but also cyclic changes with maximum drinking occurring 
every four to five days . The timin g of th e four-day rhythm might b e a func-
tion of th e physiolo g ical changes produced by water d e privation. Campbell 
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(1964) has shown that when rats are placed on continuous water deprivation, 
activity increases for the first four days then decreases. In addition, 
maxim um changes in the concentrations of urine electrolytes occurs on the 
fourth or fifth day of continu ous deprivation. For the ne xt four or five 
days the concentrations return to near baseline levels (Kutscher, 1964). 
The pattern of drinking which shows systematic variations 
every four or five days could possibly confound studies of thirst when 
manipulations are made on a r egula r rather than a randomized basis. 
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Exp erim ent 1FIII 
Grossman's (1960; 1962a; 1962b) demonstrations of th e ch emi-
cal codin g of hunger and thirst mechanisms has provided an impetus for studies 
designed to r ef in e chemical stimul a tion t ech n i ques , biochemical par amete rs, 
and th e reliability and ge neralit y of the natur e of motivational vari abl es . 
The repeated demonstrations that mut ua ll y incompatible behaviors can be 
e licit ed from the same brain l oc i by diff erent chemica l s antiquates the con-
cepts of "drinking and satiat ion cen t ers " in the br ai n. The brain must 
now be looked at as a highly inte grated structural and biochemical system. 
The proliferation of new th eories of brain functions, es-
pecially hu nger and thirst systems, demonstrates the enthusias m generated 
by this approach (Fisher & Coury, 1964; Miller, 1965; Morgane, 1964). 
However, scientists must collect more data on the nature of chemical and 
structural neural int erac tions before th ese theori e s can have relevance 
b eyond simply being exciting mental exercises. Withou t gr eate r parametric 
defi nition of the rel evant vari ab l es , a conceptual system built on ar ti-
factual data may be created. An indication of the tenuous validity of 
the concept of chemical s pecificit y of motivation is th e inability of 
some investigators (i.e. Myers & Cicero, 1968) to produce cholinergic 
drinking. Grossman's (1962a, b) r es ults show that satiated rats consum e 
only small quantities of wat er when cholinergically stimulated. Carbachol, 
the most potent of the cholinergic chemicals, induc ed rats to consum e slightly 
more th an 45 c.c. of water in a twenty-four hour period. This is an increase 
of about 3010 over volum es report ed for control an i mals by other inv es ti-
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gators (Crow, 1964; St e llar & Hill, 1952). When this increase is viewed 
in terms of nor mal day to day fluctuations (Exp erim ents I and II), chemi-
cally induc ed chang es in drinking might be less appealing. When compari-
sons are based on a one hour per iod immediately following stimulation, 
rather than a twenty-four hour period, the data are more impressive with 
cholinergic stimulated animals consuming as much as 200 % more than non-
stimulated controls. Generally, however, the high consumption l evels of 
cholin ergicstim ulat ed animals does not excede the consumption levels during 
peak hours of drinking under normal conditions. The increases are only 
impres sive when compared to the normally low int ake levels during the day-
li ght hours. Furth e r, several stud i es might have exag ge rated the effects 
of the drugs by se l e cting experimental subjects on the basis of their re-
action to the chemical in ques tion (see, for example, Grossman, 1964; 
Levitt & Fish e r, 1966). 
The after-the-fact subject selection poses a major methodo-
logical question for this type of research; why do animals implanted with 
the same stereotaxic co-ordinates and havin g the cannula tip in the same 
general brain locus (often in th e same nucl e us) often show greatly dis-
crepant effects to cholinergic stimulation? Very small distances may be 
extremely important for this typ e of research. This answer, however, would 
be inconsist ent with McLean's (1957) data on the spread of liquid chemi-
cals and to a lesser extent crystalline chemicals, in the brain tissue which 
showed that eve n small injections perfuse over relativ e ly large areas. It 
could also be claimed that only very discr ete loci are cholinoceptive. Once 
again this hypothesis is inconsistent with th e data: Levitt & Fisher (1966) 
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have shown that a large number of systems and loci when stimulated, produce 
drinking behavior. Finally, the discrepanci es might be explained by claiming 
that cholinoceptive cells are responsive only to certain cholinergic chemi-
cals and not others. This claim is s upported by data but created probl ems 
of its own. It has been repeatedly shown that carbachol is more effective 
in eliciting drinking than the naturally occuring cholinergic chemical 
acetycholine. Presumably this is because carbachol is more resistent to 
degradation by cholinesterases (when acetycholine is "capped" with physostig-
mine, a chemical which prevents ace tycholin e from being rapidly broken 
down, it shows results more consistent with carbachol). 
Why does a ch emical which is not id entic a l to that found in 
the brain produce effects greater than th e normally occuring chemical? Why 
do es a chemical which is structurally unrelated to acetycholine, such as 
GABA, have supposedly cholinergic effects greate r than acetycholine? GABA, 
as be st as can be det e rmined, behaves lik e , and indeed may be, an inhibitory 
transmitt er substance. GABA's effec ts hav e thus far bee n demonstrated only 
in the amygdala and then only under conditions of water deprivation (Grossman, 
1964). Montgomery & Singer (1969), however, failed to produce drinking by 
GABA stimulation of the ventral amygdala. Carbachol and acetycholine have 
been effective in numerous other structures and are effective with water 
satiated animals. It may ~e that cholinergically induced drinkin g is pro-
duced by a motivating state oth er than thirst (Cicero & Myers, 1969; Gandelman, 
Panksepp & Trowill, 1968; Valenstein, Cox & Kakolewski, 1970). If however , 
choliner gic drinking is produc ed by the same mechanisms as normal drinking, 
th e stimuli produced by the chemicals might summate with ot her thirst-inducin g 
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stimuli. Fitzsimmons & Oatley (1969) and Blass & Fitzsimmons (1970) hav e 
d emonst rat e d that several thirst inducin g conditions such as bleeding the 
~s and inj ections of hyp ertonic saline into the gut cavity when includ ed 
with water deprivation conditions produce greater amounts of water consumption 
than any single condition by itself. 
If thirst stimuli can b e summated, pairin g chemically in-
duc e d drinking or disruption of drinking with drinking produced by d epri-
vation mi ght provide a more sensitive ind ex of the mechanism of chemical 
acti on by providing greater limits of po ssi ble variat i on of the effects of 
the ch emicals. This study us e d the additive approach to inv es tigate th e 
thirst inducin g characteristics of GABA, methacholine and t wo choliner g ic 
block ade chemicals; atropine and nor epinep hrin e . 
Method 
Subj ec ts 
Four of the five experimental animals from Experime nt II were 
us ed . These four were used because their previous drinking behavior had not 
been altered by the cannula implantation. Because the fifth Shad dislodged 
hi s cannula he was sacrificed, hi s brain perfused with an isotonic saline 
solution and sliced into thin se ctions for histological verification of the 
ster eo ta xic co-ordinates u se d on all five animals. The remaining four experi-
ment a l animals were continued on a twenty-three hour deprivation schedule with 
food available at all times. 
App ara tus 
The general apparatus used for measur ing drinking was describ e d 
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in Experiment II. The burrets were refilled with water each day prior to 
the testing period. 
Proc e dure 
Following eight days of pre-drug deprivation training, each 
rat received a placebo or test drug once a day, five minutes prior to re-
ceivin g water for the scheduled one-hour drinking period. There were four 
dru gs and a placebo condition arranged in a completely randomi zed bloc k de-
sign for dru g per ad ministration (Table 1). The conditions impos e d on ran-
domi zation were: 1) A g iv en~ could not receive the same drug on two con-
secutive days. This condition reduced specific drug build up. 2) No two 
Ss received the same drug on a given day. Experiment II showed that water 
consumption l evels varied acro ss days with a period similar for each ani-
mal. If th e drugs were randomiz e d over several days the normal interaction 
of the drinking cycle and drug effect should average out. 
The rand omization of the four dru gs and placebo condition 
was done first for each animal then again for each day to accommodate the 
restrictions. This design is consistent with blocking designs suggested by 
Cochran & Cox (1950). 
Five minutes prior to the ~s scheduled one-hour drinking 
session each S was removed from his cage, the inn e r cannula removed and 
cleaned with alcohol. When clean the cannula was tapped into the powdered 
chemical to be used on that particular day. Although Grossman (1962a) 
argu e d that th e amount of the chemical in the cannula is an unimportant 
variable b eca u se of the diffu s ion characteristics of chemicals and tissue, 
and the d es ign of the cannula, a constant number of taps into the ch e mical 
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was used. Test weighings indicated that five taps would fill the cannula 
with one to four mg. of the test chemicals. Once filled the cannula was 
screwed into the outer cannula and the S was plac e d into his cage. After 
the S was return e d to th e cage, a water bottle was attached to the outside 
of the cage and the water spout was projected into the cage. The water 
bottl e was remov ed one hour later, the volume consumed noted and recorded. 
The inn e r cannula was not removed again until th e test period of the follow-
ing day . 
During the placebo condition, the ~ was remov ed from th e 
ca ge five minutes before water was g iv en . Th e inner cannula was r emoved 
and cleaned, th en screwed back into the outer cannula. The S was th en 
returned to his cage. At the end of the session the water consumption was 
not ed, recorded, and th e bottle removed from th e cage until the next test 
session. Each drug was scheduled to be administered to each S five times 
over twenty-five days. On day fourteen the drugs for day thirt ee n were 
inadvertently r epeated . Thi s resulted in some drug conditions being given 
to some Ss four tim es and to others six times (s ee Table 1). 
After the 25 day test period, the S were sacrifi ed in a 
killing j a r cont ai nin g cotton batting soaked in chloroform, th e ir brains 
remov ed and placed in a 10% formaline solution for two days. The brains 
were then sectioned and the cannula tip located by visual inspection. 
Chemicals used. Four chemicals were used in this experiment. 
Each was selected because previous research had shown it to affect water 
int ake or because the ch emic a l is similar to chemicals which affect water 
intak e but are more similar to naturally occurring neurohumors. 
1. Acetyl-B-methylcholin e (me thacholine), which diff ers from 
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acetylcholine chiefly in its greater duration and increased selectivity of 
action. Its selectivity is manifested by a lack of nicotonic action and 
its predominance of muscarinic actions (Goodman & Gilman, 1965), a char-
acteristic of thirst inducing cholinergic chemicals (Stein & Seifter, 
1962) . In comparison to carbachol, methacholine i s slightly more suscep-
ti ble to degradation by cholinestrases, has slightly less muscarinic effects 
on the urinary bladder, and is less susceptible to antagonism by atropine 
(Goodman & Gilman, 1962, p. 465). 
2. Gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABA), a chemical found in 
mammalian brains and known to inhibit synaptic transmission at various sites, 
presumably having its action on the pre-synaptic neuron. GABA has a non-
specific depressant action which is inconsistent with its inhibitory trans-
mitter role (Goodman & Gilman, 1965, p. 428f). Grossman (1964) demonstrated 
that GABA injections into the amygdala produces greater water consumption in 
water deprived rats than in deprived non-injected controls. As a thirst in-
ducing agent, its physiological action is unknown. 
3. d-1-Art ernol HCO (norepinephrine HCL) is the chemical 
mediator liberated by postganglionic adrenergic nerves and has been shown to 
inhibit water consumption and increases food consumption in rats (Grossman, 
1962a). 
4. dl-hyoscamine (atropin e), a chemical known to block all 
muscarinic actions of acetylcholine and other choline esters, or the chemi-
cal class which includ es methacholine. Atropine does not have significant 
blockin g effects at cholinergic sites other than those where acetycholine 
has muscarinic acti .on (Goodman & Gilm an, 1965, p. 524). This makes atropine 
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an ideal blockade chemical for studying th e effects of cholinergic induced 
thirst. 
The drinkin g data were t ested for drug differences using a 
compl e t e ly r andomized block a nal ys i s of v ar iance design with and without 
averaging data for ea ch drug. In ad dition, a n analysis of variance (ANOV) 
was perfonned to determine if significant sequential effects between th e 
drugs occurred. 
Table 1 gives the consumption values for each rat per drug 
per day. Th e average amount of water following eac h dru g for a ll rat s are : 
methacholine 20.4 cc, GABA 20.0, norepinephrine, 17.6, atropine 19.8, and 
th e placebo 20.8 (Figure 4). The average prestirnulation intake level was 
20.5 (App end i x III, Table 3). Therefore, th e cholin e rgic drug rnethacholine 
and GABA, produced high e r consumption values than the adr energic chemical 
nor ep inephrine, and the cholinergic blockade chemical atropine . The placebo 
condition produced the greatest amount of drinking (Tabl e 1, p . 64~ Figure 4, 
p. 65). 
Whe n th e differ e nces betwe en drug conditions were tested 
using a randomiz e d block ANOV with subs amplin g (each day on each drug used 
as ba s ic datum ) th e F-test was 1.82 which was not significant at the .05 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
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TABLE 1 
SCHEDULE OF DRUGS/ANIMAL/DAY 
9 10 11 12 13 14 
A M A M N G 
15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 
p N A G p A p N A M 
(16) (17) (15) (16) (19) (19) (13) (19) (16) (17) (15) (18) (19) (16) (16) (18) (18) (15) (22) (17) (18) (17) (17) (18) 
A M p N G A M p N G N G A p M A M p N p A M N G 
(16) (15) (22) (22) (19) (19) (19) (26) (19) (17) (21) (23) (21) (20) (23) (18) (24) (20) (18) (19) (22) (19) (18) (22) 
M p A G N M G N p A M p G A N M p N G N M G p A 
(20) (20) (20) (23) (24) (24) (21) (15) (25) (18) (23) (20) (20) (15) (13) (26) (24) (10) (28) (12) (28) ( 24 ) (24) (23) 
G N M A p G p A M N p A M N G p G A A G N p M N 
(11) (22) (23) (25) (23) (2 3) (22) (24) (18) (23) (19) (22) (21) (21) (21) (22) (22) (27) (13) (17) (18) (16) (19) (19) 
Table 1. The order of pr esen tati on fo r each drug per animal per day. A - atropine, 
N- norepinephrin e, G - GABA, M - methacholine, and P - placebo. The 
figures i n brackets r epresent the amount of water consumed in c.c. 'son a 
given day when injected with a given drug . 
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Figure 4 . The above graph shows th e average amount of water consumed in c . c. 'son days 
when [s were cerebrally inj ec ted with the above listed chemicals . 
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l evel (appendix 3, Table 1). However, if the two error terms ( experimen-
tal error and sampling error ) are combined the F-value equals 3.76 which 
is significant at the .05 level. The combining of error terms is accept-
able, according to some statistians when the results are not significant 
with unpooled error terms (Ostle, 1963). 
Assuming significance, further analysis using a multiple 
mea ns significance test (Appendix 3, Table 1) showed: 1) the effects of the 
placebo did not differ from the t es t drugs (F = 2.84; P) .05) with 1 and 89 
df.; 2) the cholin ergic drug me thacholine and GABA produced a significantly 
smaller depression of drinking than did norepinephrine and atropine (F = 10.37; 
P >.05); and 3) there were no statistically significant differences between 
drugs of the same class, i.e., norepinephrine vs. atropine or methacholine vs. 
GABA. 
The analysis of variance of th e sequential effects of drugs 
(Appendix 3, Table 2) showed that with the exce ption of methacholine, the 
effect of a given test condition was not influenced by the drug administered 
to the Ss on the prec eding day. 
These tests must be interpr eted with extreme caution because 
the assumption of e quival ence of variance for the test groups was possibly 
violated by havin g an N of 1 for the GABA group. 
The tips of the cannulae were all found to be in the lateral 
. 
hypothala mus (Appendix 3, Figure 1). These placements are consistent with 
th e effective loci determined by Grossman (1964). 
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Discus sion 
These results indicate that cholinergic chemicals such as 
methacholine and GABA, when imposed on a twenty-thr ee hour water deprivation 
schedul e had le ss of a suppressive effect on water consumption than adren-
ergic like chemicals. Unlike Grossman's (1962a) findings, the drink in-
ducin g chemicals did not incr ease consumption l eve ls over the no-drug plac e -
bo condition. Howeve r, the only reported test of cholinergic and adrenergic 
effects on wa t er d epr iv e d animals is Grossman & Grossman's (1963) s tud y on 
the stimulation of th e ventral amygdala. They were unabl e to induce or in-
hibit drinking in wa t er satiated r ats when stimulating the ventral amygdala 
with chemicals which produced facilitation or inhibiti on of d rin king in the 
later al hypothalamus (Grossman, 1962 ). This might imply that d epr i va tion 
interacts with the chemicals. 
Th e results of this study are consistent with Grossman & 
Grossm an ' s study (1963) only in th e effects of norepinephrine and atropine . 
Grossman et al. report that GABA and carbachol increase consumption approxi-
mately 200% above pre-and-post-stimulation tests. The present r esults show 
th at pre-stimulation and placebo volumes are approximately equa l which, in 
turn, are approximately equal to the l evels obtained from methacholine and 
GABA stimulation. The levels induced by methacholine and GABA being slightly 
low er than the pre-stimulation control consumption levels (15 percent be-
low control levels; atropine wa s 4 perc e nt below control l evels ). These 
valu es are in the same direction althou gh much low er than those report ed in 
19 63 by Grossman & Grossman for adrener g ic, rath e r than cholin e r g ic ch emicals. 
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The reasons for these differences are difficult to determine. 
Th i s study used the same stereotaxic co-ordinates as Grossman (1962a; b) 
and hi s tolo g ical verific a tion of cannula placement showed the cannula tips 
to b e in the same general loci as those implanted by Grossman. It is possible 
th a t a thirst circuitry exists which has fairly narrow boundari es which were 
miss ed by this experime nt but found by Grossman. This seems unlikely when 
on e considers Levitt & Fisher's (1966) data showing that drinkin g could be 
elecited or blocked by placing chemicals into a l arge number of brain loci 
not only in the hypothalamus but also more dorsal str uctur es . This latt er 
study agrees with Shute & Lewis (1966) on areas of greatest concentration 
of cholinergic and/or cholinoceptive cells in the brain. 
There are several possible exp lanati ons for the differences 
in data obtained in th e present experiment and Grossman's studies: 1) there 
may b e a wide range of individual differences between animals in receptivity 
to cholinergic stimulation; 2) the effect on drinking which is produced 
by th e chemicals might be mediated by mechanisms other than thos e of thirst; 
or, J) the chemicals might be interacting with beh avio rs that are prepotent 
bec ause of phylogen e tic or ontogenetic contingencies (Valenstein, Cox & 
Kakolowski, 1970). In support of any of these hypotheses, Grossman (1964) 
reported "Six of the twelve animals showed consistent and repeatable effects 
of ch emical stimulation" (1964, p. 503), and Levitt (1968) used only the Ss 
which responded to stimulation for further testing, indicating that several 
Ss with similar cannula placem ents were relatively insensitive to the 
chemical ma nipulation. 
Histolo gi cal da ta provid ed in th e lit e rature show that th e 
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loci stimulated, as long as it is within a reasonably restricted area, 
does not seem to be a critical variable for drink induction. Grossman 
(1 962, 1964) reported histological data for several conditions - mainly 
choliner gic effects, mainly adr energic effects , both adrenergic and 
cholin ergic effects, and no effects. Many of the loci which produced 
no drinking were within the spread distanc e for crystalline chemicals 
r e ported by McLean (1957). In other words, the differ ence in drinking 
reported by Grossman might be better interpreted as individual differences 
in receptivity to cholinergic and adrenergic ch emicals rather than 
specifying exac t loci of maxim a l r ece ptivity. 
In summary, thi s expe riment demonstrat ed small differences 
in the effect of several drugs whic h r epo rtedly affect drinking behavior. 
In most cases the dru gs attenuated drinking over de privation produced base-
lin e levels. The depressive effects of norepinephrine and atropine were 
more pronounced than meth a cholin e and GABA. These data differ from that 
reported by other experimenters, es pecially Grossman. The differences 
might be due to different schedules of deprivation used to obtain baseline 
drinking. Grossman (1962) use d a zero hour or ad libitum baseline, whereas 
the present experiment us ed a twenty-three hour deprivation baseline. The 
twenty-thr ee hour bas e line was used to increase drinkin g volumes. This should 
have produced greater differenc es in absolute volume changes for the various 
drugs. 
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Experim e nt IV 
Althou gh d epriva tion and non-d e privation conditions produce 
diff e r ent results, it is important to vary the stimulus condition s associ -
ated with a behavior to learn more of th e characteristics of the phenomena . 
It is also import an t to vary r esp onse c onditions producin g a reinforcing 
stimulu s b eca us e various meas urem e nt conditions pro duce differ ent r es ults 
(Hsiao & Rasmussen, 1968 ). 
Grossman (19 62 ) and Khavari & Russel ( 1966) h ave modified 
th e test of thir st to include appet itiv e b eh avior not always producin g 
wat e r. Grossman (1 962 ) h as u sed an operant p a r a di gm requirin g water 
satiat e d r ats to pr es s a l eve l on a n int ermi tt en t schedule of wa t e r r e in-
forcem ent (VI 30 s e c.) . Thi s s t udy s h owed the r a t e of bar pr ess in g wi thout 
ch emical s timul at i on (placebo condition) to b e a bout t e n r es pon ses p e r 
hour. Th e r es pon se rate after nor e pin ep hrin e injections was only s li gh tl y 
high er . The pl a c ebo an d nor ep in eph rin e conditions produced low r esp ond-
in g wh en compar e d t o th e c a rbachol stimulation condition. After b eing 
inj ected intrahypoth a l amically with carb ac hol, th e rate of bar pr e ssin g 
was n ea rly two hundr e d r e sponses per hour. Although this rat e is signifi-
cantly hi gher th an th a t report e d for control and norepinephrine conditions, 
it is we ll below th a t expec t ed for a standard water deprivation schedule , 
( Ferst e r & Skinn e r, 195 7, p. 373). The differenc es b e tween th e t wo hundr e d 
r esponses per hour r eported by Grossman (1962) and the approximately 3600 
per hour for pi ge on s on a VI thr ee -minut e sche dule of reinforc ement a re as 
signi fi c a nt as Grossman ' s da ta for nor e pin e phrin e and c a rb acho l induced 
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drinking. The output reported by Grossman is minimal compared to other 
thirst inducing conditions. If carbachol is effective in inducing thirst, 
it should increase the response rate when the animal is already deprived 
of water. The chemical should surmnate with water deprivation to act as an 
increased deprivation time which has been shown to have a linear relation-
ship with rate of responding (Skinn er , 1938; Stellar & Hill, 1952). Stellar & 
Hill's study provided an ideal model for measuring the effects of thirst in-
ducin g independent variables. They conditioned r.ats to lick water from a 
tube equipped to measure discrete lickin g responses. This system has ad-
vanta ges over a bar pressing or maze running procedure becau se of the unique 
characteristics of the drinking response. Rats lick at a constant rat e of 
six licks per second for ad libitum water. This has been int erpreted as 
meaning the behavior has many innate components (Premack, 1965) and could 
best be studied by using a manipulanda that takes advantage of the character-
istics of the behavior under investigation. When studying acquisition it is 
common to select an arbitrary response which is r ea dily available in the Ss 
repertoire and that can be repeated frequently without fatiguing (Skinn er , 
1938). Licking behavior, therefore, app ea rs to be an ideal response for 
studying drinking behavior of rats. 
If a sensitive measure of the additive effects of thirst in-
ducing stimuli are to be obtained in a bar pressing situation, care must be 
taken to select an appropriate schedule of reinforcement. Grossman's (1962a) 
use of a VI schedule presents certain problems. Thompson & Shuster (1968) 
point out that many investigators select, without rationale, one or another 
schedule of rein f orc ement for baseline purposes; generally a variable interval 
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schedule. Variable interval schedules have been shown to be insensitiv e 
to a wide range of independ ent variable manipulations (Catania & Reynolds, 
1969) making it und es irable for stud ies such as drug induced chan ges in 
operant l eve ls. Thompso n & Shu ster (1968) after r eviewing the lit erat ure 
on drug and schedule interactions claim that a multiple fixed-ratio;fixed-
interval (Mult. FR;FI) schedule of reinforcement is most sensitive to drug 
changes. This conclusion is not ent ir ely consistent with empiric a l findings, 
especially with r eference to fixed ratio schedu l es (Sidman & Stebbins, 1954), 
but serves as a convenient starting point for further research. 
A Mult. FR;FI schedule of reinforcement is defined as a fixed 
ratio schedule of reinforcement alternating with a fixed int e rval sched ule 
on a sequential or random basis . Each component of the Mult. FR;FI has 
associated with it a separate extroce ptive stimulus (Ferster & Skinner, 
1957). Accor ding to Thompson & Shuster (1968) the effec ts of dru gs are 
most lik ely to effect the post reinforcem ent pause of th e FR component of 
the multiple schedule and the scalloping of the FI component. If a dru g 
simply in creases behavioral output the pauses will be r educed and the 
scalloping minimized, producing an overall incr eased rate of responding. 
If the drug attenuates responding the pause increases and the scallopin g be-
comes mor e pronounced producin g a lower rate of responding. 
The purpose of this study was to determine the affects of 
summating twenty-three hour wat e r deprivation and various cholinergic-like 
drugs and adrenergic drugs on licking behavior maintained on a Mult. FR;FI 
schedule of reinforcement. 
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Method 
Subject s 
Seven adult, male, albino rats wer e selected from a large 
rat colony and plac e d into individual cages. Five of the Ss (Si, S2, S3, 
S4, S5) we re implant ed with th e double-barrel cannula describ e d in Experi-
ment III. All Ss were placed on a tw enty -three hour wa ter d epr ivation schedule 
for fifteen days prior to drin king tr a inin g . The Ss had a d libitum food at 
all times except fo r the one hour dail y expe rim e ntal drinking-training period. 
Apparatus 
Th e drinking-training chamber consist e d of thre e walls and 
roof (13 x l2 xl2 ") made of sh ee t metal; the floor was 1/8" wire mesh and ele-
vated 1/ 9" above a droppings pan; and the door was made of};;" plexiglass. 
Two one-inch, translucent, red stimulus la mps were 1placed 9" above the floor 
and 2" to the left or right of the centerline on th e front wall of the 
trainin g chamber. Four inches above the floor and on the midline of the 
front wall a 3/8 11 diameter circular hole was bored through the wall to admit 
the Ss to the lickin g device or "drinkom e ter". 
The "drinkometer" was a modified Lehi-Valley liquid dispenser 
(mod e l #1527) . The metal dispenser spout was removed and replaced with 
a teflon tube having an orifice of one-si xteenth inch. Below the orifice 
a 1/16" x ~" meta l rod was inserted longitudinally into the teflon tube. 
The spatial prox imit y between the tube op e ning and the rod was l/8 11 • This 
distanc e was small enough to insure that ton g ue lickin g directed at the 
tub e op e nin g would come in contact with the me tal rod. The drinking tube 
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assembly was recessed 1/8" into th e chamber wall to prevent unauthorized 
bodily contacts which mi gh t activate the programming circuitry. 
The remaining portion of the "drinkometer" consisted of 
an electrically driv en solenoid switch, a plastic water reservoir, and 
plastic tubin g . The solenoid, when activated, would draw water from the 
reservoir and force it out the tefl on tub e . The flow of water was r eg u-
lated b y a water faucet valve. 
Tongu e contact with th e metal portion of the drinking spout 
created a closed e l ectrical circuit. which in c lud ed the "d rinkometer ", the 
rat, the chambe r floor and the programming modu l es . The programming of 
the s ch edul es of reinforcement, stimulus lam ps , and oth er expe rim enta l 
events was done with Grason-Stradler relays, timers, and other electro-
mechanical programming modules. 
Recording of drinking responses, number of r einforcemen ts 
an d the schedule of reinforcement was done with di gi tal counters and cumula-
tive record e rs. 
Pro ce dure 
Five implanted experimental and two non-i mplanted is were 
ma int ained on a twenty-three hour water deprivation schedule for fifteen days 
to allow their weights to stabilize under these conditions. On day sixteen 
eac h rat was placed in the experimenta l chamber during his scheduled drinking 
hour. After five minutes the experimenter manually operat e d the solenoid 
of the drinkometer several times. The solenoid was calibrat e d to deliver 
approximat ely .02 - .05 c.c. of water per op era tion. 
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If the S licked the tube while the water was still at the 
orifice of the drinkometer, the equipment was set to operate automatically 
and deliver a water reinforcer for each lick that contacted the metal rod. 
If the Ss failed to lick the tube before the water had fallen to the chamber 
floor the solenoid was once again operated until the~ responded appropriately. 
In no case did lick-training requir e more than fifteen or twenty manual 
operations of the drinkometer. 
For sessions 16-20 the Ss remained in the chamber for their 
scheduled one hour watering. Water was available on a continuous reinforce-
ment schedule for th ese sessions which were s ix days a week. On the seventh 
day the Ss remained in their cages and were given free access to water for 
one hour. 
For the next twenty, one hour sessions the schedule of rein-
forcement was adjusted to the terminal schedule of reinforcement of multiple 
FR SO;FI 2 minutes (Mult. FR SO;FI 2). The mult. FR SO;FI 2 min. schedule 
was generated by simultaneously increasing the requirements in each component 
of the multiple schedule. The FR requirem ents were si gna led by the onset of 
a red stimulus lamp mounted above and to the right of the drinking tube. The 
li ght remained on during the FR schedule. When the FR requirement was met, 
the S was reinforced with a .02 - .OS c.c. drop of water and the stimulus 
lamp was extinguished, signaling the onset of the FI component of the multi-
ple schedule. Each component was signaled by an extroceptive stimulus (li ght 
on or light off) and alternated with the other component of the Mult. FR 50; 
FI 2 min. schedu l e of reinforc eme nt. 
The Ss remained on th e Mult . FR SO;FI 2 min. schedule for 
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tw ~nty sessions to allow the responding to stabilize in each schedule com-
po~ent. Stable responding was determin ed by visu a l inspection of the 
cu mul a tive record s . 
On the forty-sixth lick-tr aining session four implanted ~s 
received their first chemical stimulation. s1 was eliminated b eca use of a 
dislod ge d cannula. Th e stimul a tion sequences were similar to that de scribed 
in Exp erim e nt III. Four chemicals (atropine, norepinephrine, me thacholine 
2nd GABA) and a placebo condition were used. The ch emical sequence restric-
ti ons were : no S could receive the same chemical t wo days in a row and no 
b~o Ss could receive the same chemical on the same day. The rationale for 
th ese restriction s was presented in Exp erim ent III. This design required 
t hat eac h~ r e c eive each dru g condition fiv e tim e s throughout the remaind er 
of th e experiment. 
At the end of the experiment the Ss were sacrificed and the 
tip s of th e cannula were loc ated in th e pr epared brain sections (Appe ndi x 3; 
Figur e 1, a, b, c and d). 
Result s 
From s ess ion one to session five of Mult. FR 50; FI 2 min. 
t:-ainin g, the response rate in each component of th e schedule began to differ-
entiate to the final stable valu es . At the end of the twenty training sessions 
t he response rate in th e FR component varied from approximately 2.0 r es ponses 
p er minute for s3 and s4 , to 3.2 responses p e r minut e for s2 a nd s6 (App e ndix 
4 ; Table 1). Th e response r a t es were lower during the FI components for a ll 
arim a ls. FI respondin g was mor e constant across a nim als and varied from 0.7 
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respon ses per minute to 2.0 responses per minute. 
ally twice as high as FI rates (Figure 5, p. 78). 
FR rates were gener -
Figure 6 presents cumulative records for representative 
sessions for the five exper im e ntal and the two control Ss. The graphs 
show that the high, sustained rates durin g the FR component occurred 
for a ll Ss. The r espo nse requirements were not sufficie ntly l arge to 
consist e ntly ge nerate typical FR post reinforcem ent pausing (Ferster & 
Skinner, 1957), however, som e pausing can be seen in segments of the 
cumulativ e r eco rds, especially in the r e cords for s 1 a nd s3 . FI scallop -
ing occurr e d consistently in the records of s 1 , and to a lesser extent 
in the r eco rds of the remainin g ~s. Scalloping occurred more often in 
the last h a lf of th e session for all animals (Figure 6, p. 79). 
A conspicuous characteristic of the r e cords of some Ss 
(S 2 , s7 ) was the "running through" of responding. The high rate of 
responding at the termination of each component continued beyond the 
delivery of the reinforc e r and into the next schedule component. This 
is caus e d partly by the nature of the response and the delivery of 
th e reinforc er. Because th e reinforc e r was consumed by lick ing 
( requiring approximately ten licks), th e records reflect not only 
in s trum ental or appetitive responding, but also consumm a tory lickin g. 
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Figure 5. The se graphs r epresent pre - drug basel ine rat e s of responding durin g each 
component of a Mul t . FR SO;FI 2 sc hedu le of reinforcement. The experi-
mental ~s (S1 - s5) had pr eviou sly been implante d with a cerebral cannula. The control ~s (S6 - S7) were not implant ed. 
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The rates of responding during schedule control acquisition 
for the experimental ~s (S2 - s5) were compared statistically to the rates 
of responding for the control ~s (S6 and S7) to determin e if differences in 
performance existed as a result of cannula implantation. Because s1 's data 
could not be used for collecting drug-drinking data, his data was excluded 
from schedule training rate comparisons. 
The overall av e rage rate of responding during the FR compon-
ents of th e Mult. FR SO;FI 2 min. for the experimental Ss was 2.58 responses 
per second as compar ed with 3.23 respons es per minute for the two control Ss. 
At-test r evealed this difference to be statistically significant (t = 4.64; 
P <.OS). Similarly, a t-test for the FI rates demon s trated that the rates 
of respondin g for th e experimenta l ~s (X rat e = 1.32 responses/sec.) was sig-
nificantly lo wer th an the rates for the control Ss (X 1.90 responses/sec.). 
The t-value for the Fl rates was 5.27, si gn ificant at a lev e l higher than 
.OS (Append ix 4; Table 2). 
The rates of responding during the FR and FI components of 
the Mult. FR SO;FI 2 min. schedule of reinforcement for each drug condition 
can be seen in Appendix 4; Table 4. Each entry for each cell r epresen ts the 
average FR or FI rate and the standard deviation for each schedule of rein-
forcement for a given day. The number of entries per cell vary because of 
an error in drug sequencing. The drugs scheduled for one day were given on 
another day. An analysis of variance test of the differences in mean rates 
of responding durin g each of the drug conditions for the FR and FI compon ents 
of the multiple schedu le can be seen in Appendix 4 (Table 3). The obtained 
F-scores are : FR responding; F = .78 and Fl responding; F = 1.06. 
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When the error terms are collapsed, the F-score for FR in -
crEase from . 78 to 1.12 which is still below the .05 significance level. The 
F-~cores for FI rates increase from 1 . 06 to 1.36, having a probability of 
c.hmce occurance level between the values of .50 and .75, indicating non-
significance. 
The average rates of response for each drug and each schedule 
of reinforcement can be seen in Figure 7. This graph shows that the response 
rat e s are highest during the placebo conditions. The rates during the chol-
in erg ic conditions are slightly high er on th e average than the rates during 
t he adrenergic conditions (see Appendix 4; Table 4, for daily averages). None 
of t hese differences were significant . 
Figure 7 
The relative scores for the mean FR and FI rates are generally 
comistent with the volume measures reported in Experiment III. In general, 
the greatest amount of drinking occurred during placebo stimulation, followed 
by nethacholine, GABA and the adrenergic drugs. A reversal of position for 
the amount of drinking induced by the adrenergic drugs occurred between Experi-
men: III and Experiment IV. In Experiment III atropine elicited more dr i nk i ng 
whe~eas norepinephrine induced greater drinking in Experiment IV . The differences 
. 
in r elative consumption leve l s are small for both experiments. 
Discussion 
The results of this experiment are generally consistent with 
those r e ported in Experiment III. In terms of average consumption measures 
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multipl e sc hed ~le following st i mulati on by the listed chemical. 
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(volume or rate of licking) the placebo condition elicited the greatest 
amount of drinking for any of the conditions. This difference was not sig-
nific ant in Experiment IV, but was significant in Experiment III. For both 
experiments the higher consumption l evels during the placebo condition is 
contr a ry to that reported by Grossman (1962) and others. When consider ed 
without statistical analysis, the dat a are in th e same dir ecti on as reported 
by Grossman (1 962); cholinergic - like chemicals indu ce greater amounts of 
drinkin g than do th e adren ergic- lik e chemicals. The differen ces between the 
two classes of drugs are not as pronounced in this experiment as in Grossman's. 
A factor which possibly produced non-significance in Ex-
perim ent IV and not in Experiment III was the greate r variability of re-
sponding on th e Mult. FR SO;FI 2 min. schedule of reinforcement. In Experi-
ment III the variability within animals was low, b ut increased during the 
Experiment IV. This difference adds emphasis to Hsiao & Rasmussen's (1968) 
insistence upon multiple measures of drinking for crea ting hypotheses about 
the nature of thirst. 
An unexpected finding in this experiment was the significant 
differ enc es in rates of r es ponding during Mult. FR SO;FI 2 min. licking 
acquisition. The control ~s responded at higher rates in both the FR and the 
FI components of the multiple schedule. This could be the result of several 
factors: 1) sampling, 2) cannula implantation disrupted thirst circuits, 
3) the implanted cannula produced a decrement in the discriminatory powers 
of the ~s, or 4) the cannula produced motoric deficiencies. 
The first explanation seems unlikely considering the signifi~ 
cance level attained. 
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A second possibility - that of disrupting thirst circuity 
can be eliminated by considering the data of Experiment II. This experiment 
demonstrated that there were no differences in volume consumed by implanted 
animals and non-implanted animals when the consummatory task was simple and 
did not require a complex appetitive phase (the schedule of licking). 
The third possibility can easily be eliminated by looking at 
the cumulative records of the experimental and control fs in Experiment IV. 
In almost all cases the schedule control for the experimental ~sis better 
than that for the control Ss. 
The fourth possibility best explains the differenc es. The re-
duced rates of responding were most pronounced in the FI components of the 
multiple schedule. This is consist ent with Ferster & Skinner's (1957) 
analysis of brain lesions on Mult. FIFR performance. The curvature during 
ratio components of implanted animals is also consistent with their data. 
Brain damage disruptions are less likely to occur during 
simple performance than complex pe rformances requiring differential spacing 
of responding. This fact raises several questions about the nature of chemi-
cal control of drinking. Possibly the chemicals modified the characteristics 
of the brain damaged ~·s performance rather than modifying thirst. Grossman 
(1962) has rejected this possibility, but it is consistent with Levitt & 
Fisher's (1967) finding that cholinergic drugs do not block normal ongoing 
drinking. It also agrees with Fisher & Levitt's (1967) finding that carbachol, 
infused into the ventricles, does not modify drinking yet comes in contact 
with tissue in the thirst circuit (Fisher & Coury, 1964). 
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General Discussion and Conclusions 
The major results of this series of studies can be summarized 
as follows: 
1. Experim en t I showed that water dep rivation training does 
not appear to disrupt normal rhythms of drinking following prolonged -tr:a inin g_ 
-on ,. water deprivat ion. This was tested by comparing the twenty four hour pat-
tern s of drinking of Ss which had had extensive water depriv atio n training 
with Ss which had not had deprivation training. Experiment I further demon-
strated that the periods of maximum drinking occur during th e evening hours. 
Evening drinking was charact erized by two periods of major activity, on e 
aft e r dusk and one shortly before dayli ght. These data are genera lly con-
si s tent with those obtained by Fitzsimmons (1957) and Stellar & Hill (1 952). 
2. Experiment II demonstrated that a second basic rhythm 
with a period of approximately four days might underlie drinking activity. 
This second rhythm was not disrupt ed by the implantation of 
intrac ere bral cannula. Crow (1964) found that impl antation of electrodes pro -
duced a decremental affect on the amount of water consumed. Decrements would 
be reflected in an altered patt e rn of drinking or in the amount consumed at 
given points in the drinking rhythm. The latter was controlled by allowing 
the Ss water for only one hour each day. The experiment also used a restricted 
one hour drinking session and found no alteration produced by cannula implan-
tation. 
3. Experiment III compared the effects of various adrenergic-
like and cholinergic-like chemicals added to a twenty-three hour water depri-
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vation schedule on resultant drinking behavior. The combining of the two 
independent variables (i.e. chemicals and water deprivation) was done to 
eliminate the criticism of inadequate baseline levels in the Grossman studies 
(1962a;b). Secondly, Fitzsimmons & Oatley (1968) demonstrated that water 
dep r ivation is additive to other thirst inducing stimuli and the combination 
produc e s con s umption levels gr eater than if e ither stimulus was presented 
alone. Therefor e , the effects of adrenergic chemic a ls or cholin e rgic ch emi-
cals should subtract or add to a well e stablished bas e line or drinking pro-
du ce d by water de priv a tion (s ee Ex perim ent II). 
The e ffects of inj e ctin g th e variou s ch emicals produc ed sur-
pri s in g r e sults: all had a sli ghtly dep ressiv e e ff e ct compar ed to the days 
when th e pl a cebo or no dru g condi tio n was i n ef f ect or to th e pr e -drug ba se -
line. An analysi s of varianc e t e st sho wed that th e depressiv e ef f e cts of 
meth a cholin e and GABA had a si gnificantly (P) .05) smaller de pr es sive eff e ct 
on drinkin g than did norepin e phrine or atropine. Additionally, it was demon-
strat ed that the ef f e cts of a g iv en dru g class was fairly homogeneous compared 
to th e eff e cts obtained betw ee n classes of drugs. 
Because the significant effects were detected only by the use 
of a dubious statistical manipulation, it was felt that further analysis of 
the day to day data was warrant ed. It was hypoth e sized that Grossman (1962) 
was wrong in sayin g that there were no day to day residual effects of the 
drugs which might interact with subsequent chemical injections. This was 
tested by comparing the effects of each drug on a day following every other 
drug (i.e. the e ffects of atropine when GABA was given on the previous day). 
The results indicat ed that the only chemical which might be producing long 
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term residual effec ts was methacholine, but becaus e of the infrequent in-
jections of this chemical compar ed with the total number of test trials it 
was assumed that the contaminating effects, either depressing or facilitating 
drug differences, would of necessity be minimal and could not have produced 
enough varian ce to significantly alter th e F-score. 
4. Experim ent IV was designed to determine if the effects 
of the injected chemica ls were specific to the behaviors of consuming water 
or if the chemicals interacted with components of the drinking behavior which 
leads to the final component of consuming water. This was tested by training 
the Ss to obtain their hourly ration of water from a specialized drinking 
app aratus (drinko meter ) which consisted of a teflon tube and a solenoid which, 
when activated, could deliv er a specified amount of water to the orifice of 
the tube. 
Licking the dry tube was reinforced on a Mult. FR SO;FI 2 min. 
schedule of r einforcement . Licking came under t ypical schedule control and 
within a few sessions the response rates in each component varied according 
to the contingencies. In both components r espo nse rate was low er than the 
burst of lickin g during th e consumatory phase of the schedule. 
The effects of the drugs were generally to depress overall 
response rate in all three components of the drinking b ehavior sequence: FR 
component, FI component and the consumatory component. The effects appeared 
to be most pronounced in the FR component or the component requiring high, 
sustained rates. Typical cumulative records (not shown) of post-injection 
licking indicat e that the disruption was not a function of alt ered scheduled 
control but simply a depression in overall rate of responding. 
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The significance of the depressed appetitive phase is diffi-
cult to interpret, however, considering that th e cannula implanted ~s differed 
significantly from the non-implanted controls in the pre-drug baseline response 
rates. This might indicat e that the cannula implantation might not disrupt 
a v ery static (6 - 7 licks/s e c.) consurnrnatory respons e but mi ght interact 
in a decrem en tal fashion with a more vari a ble appetitive phase. If this 
typ e of int e r ac tion does occur it is difficult to specify the locus of dis-
ruption. It could be argued that th e disruption of the appetitive compon e nts 
is du e to altered internal timing mechanisms. That this is not so is d emon-
strated in Experiment II which showed no differ en c es in drinkin g rhythm s of 
impl an t e d and non-impl a nt e d ~s. Secondly, it is po ss ible th a t the cannula 
implanta ti on disrupts appetitive motor components th at do not require precise 
t empo ral int eg r atio n. Again, this int e rpr e tation is not supported by th e 
data in Experiment IV. Finally, th e most reasonable and p arsimo nious inter-
p r etatio n of th e differ ences in response rates between the control and cannula 
impl an t e d Ss is that th e wound produc e d by implantation produc e d a ge n era lized 
impairment. It is possibl e that this impairment is not detectable when the 
meas ured task is simple and does not require the elaborate sensory-motor 
integration that presumably is required on multiple schedules of rein forcement. 
Evidence in support of this view is provided in a study by Ferster & Skinner 
(1957, p. 577), who demonstrated that brain lesions in pigeons produced an 
overall response decrement on Mult. FR; FI schedules of reinforcement. The 
reduction was not due to altered schedule control (i. e., performance was 
appropriate to th e schedule) but to a marked increase in pausing and a reduc-
tion in response rate. 
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An obvious question is: what generality to normal animals 
will studies of chemical intervention in traumatized neural tissue have? 
It is possible that the trauma produced during surg e ry will alter the 
reactivity of tissue to both normal and a bnormal stimulation . 
If we can assume that even thou gh th e tissue r eactivi ty might 
be a lt ere d if th e integrity of a functional system (i. e., thirst cent er or 
thirst system ) r emains unalter e d by the intrusion of the cannula, chemical 
intervention could produce generalizable data . Recent ev id enc e , however, 
(Valenst e in , e t. al., 1970) h as s hown th at vi ewi n g n eura l struct ur es as 
restricted "centers" or functional units might be erroneous . For examp l e , 
Valenstein, e t. a l., (1968) h ave shown that a behavior such as drinking 
e licit ed by e l ec tric al stimulation might change to ea tin g if water is 
removed and food made available. A relevant hypothesis which follows from 
their data is that e lectrical s timul ation of certain brain structures simp l y 
interact with a highly prepotent behavior. This would provide a possible 
exp l anatio n of the discrepancies which are found in the lit era tur e on 
chemically induced thir s t. Grossman (1962a) a nd Experiment III of this 
paper, for example, ar rang e d env ironments which mad e drinkin g hi ghly pre-
potent either b eca us e of physiological ma nipulations (d eprivation), pr e -
training on the drinkin g apparatus, or by providing a living space barren 
of objects other than th at containing water. In addition, it is possible 
that som e of the sp e cies diff ere nces can be explained by ass umin g that 
phylog en et ic conting e ncies have made c ertain events (i.e., escape from a 
confined area for cats) more prepot ent than the b e h avio r being measured . 
This is consistent with Glickm a n & Schiff' s (1967) biological theory of 
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reinforcement which states that neural mechanisms (function systems) have 
evolved to insure "species-typical'' responses to appropriate stimuli. 
In conclusion, the four experim ents and the current liter-
ature indicat e that Gro ssma n's hypoth esis of neuro-chemical specificity of 
drives should be greatly revised to accommodate: 1) the negative results 
of the pr esent expe rim ent and others using rats as ~s; 2) specie diff er -
ences in drin king ; 3) rh yth micity of drinkin g (in c ludin g time of t es tin g); 
4) the data on addi tivit y of thir s t stimuli (Fitzsimmon s & Oa tley, 1968 ) 
and data on th e changes in drive state a s a function of v arious stimulus 
cond iti ons (Val ens t e in , et . al., 1970). 
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Table 1 
Free Drinking Patterns 
Licks/Hour 
Subjects 
Time El E2 E3 E4 cl C2 C3 C4 
4:00 -
5:00 p.m. 13 223 87 21 180 253 113 158 
- 6:00 o.m. 1 129 56 10 150 190 147 131 
- 7 :00 p.m. 23 0 0 0 140 166 165 122 
- 8:00 p. m. 1 43 62 0 8 108 87 70 
- 9:00 p . m. 33 133 118 70 32 312 156 213 
-10:00 p. m. 294 29 1 254 266 375 250 38 1 276 
-11:00 p . m. 28 79 63 110 126 154 134 241 
Midni ght 57 153 94 137 71 212 145 62 
- 1:0 0 a . m. 302 187 2 13 24 4 203 104 100 176 
- 2:00 a .m. 39 54 57 49 69 81 62 131 
- 3:00 a . m. 544 50 176 88 28 102 87 35 
- 4:0 0 a . m. 202 150 13 1 22 1 69 247 202 87 
- 5:00 a . m. 2 17 91 223 254 159 209 246 135 
- 6:00 a . m. 179 126 186 15 9 144 428 162 133 
- 7:00 a. m. 35 29 9 135 78 34 0 15 86 
- 8:00 a.m . 0 0 31 0 2 25 5 13 
- 9:0 0 a . m. 0 0 0 3 so 0 0 41 
-10:00 a .m. 5 0 0 0 27 12 0 25 
-11:00 a . m. 160 0 2 0 119 75 86 102 
Noon 1 0 0 0 94 29 21 89 
- 1:00 p.m. 323 0 12 0 35 8 12 43 
- 2:00 p.m. 2 0 0 0 2 0 3 0 
- 3:00 p.m. 0 0 0 0 3 33 1 0 
- 4:00 p.m. 0 0 0 0 37 95 0 7 
App e ndi x 2 
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Table 1 
Daily Consumption Values in c.c. 's 
Animals 
Session Cl C2 D1 D2 D3 D4 D5 
1 2.0 24.5 22.0 25.0 22.5 20.0 18.0 
2 25.0 23.5 17.0 17.5 19.5 14.5 20.0 
3 21. 0 19.5 16.5 18.0 22. o~·, 14.5 11. 0 
4 22.5 23.0 * 20.0 21. 5 24.0 17.0 8.0 
5 23.5 24. 5 19.5 21. 5 23.0 21. 5 20.0 
6 20.0 18.5 15.0 14.5 17.5 17.0 15.5 
7 19.5 20.0 17.0 18.0 20.5 16 . 5 16.5 
8 13.0 27.5 16.0 20.5 21. 5 21.0 17.0 
x 18.3 22.6 17.9 19.5 21. 3 17.8 15.8 
* estimate-based on burret reading and average of remaining seven days. 
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Table 2 
Comparison of Control and Exp er imental 
Daily Wat er Consumption Levels in c.c. 's 
N 
x 
2 
s 
Control 
16 
20.4 
35.6 
t "" 1. 59 (P> . 05) 
Exp erimen tal 
40 
18.4 
11. 9 
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Table 3 
Analysis of Varianc e : Ex perim en t II 
Source of Variation df MS F 
Days 7 29.04 2.45 (PI.. .05) 
(treatm ents) 
cl 1 182.0 15.3 6 (P<.OS) 
(day s 1,5 & 8 
vs. 3 & 6) 
c2 1 5.3 
(day 1 VS 8) 
C3 1 0.3 
(day 1 vs 5) 
C4 1 0.3 
(day 3 vs 6) 
cs 1 0.3 
(day 2 vs 4) 
c6 1 1. 3 
(day 2 vs 7) 
Error 40 11.85 
Total 47 
Appendix 3 
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Table 1 
Analysis of Vari anc e : Ex perim ent III 
Source of Variation df MS F 
Animals 3 69.69 
(Blo cks) 
Dru gs 4 40 .09 1. 82 or 3.76 
(Tre a tments) 
cl 1 30.25 2.84 
(plac ebo VS, dru gs) 
c2 1 110. 45 10.37 
(Adr ener g ic v s . 
Cholin er gic) 
c3 1 12.10 
(Nor e pinephrin e vs. 
Atropin e) 
C4 1 10.00 
(GABA vs. 
Methacholine) 
Experimental Error 12 22.03 
89 10. 65 
Sampling Error 77 8.88 
Total 95 1318.34 
Table 1. Analysis of variance comparin g th e average amounts of water 
consum ed for various dru g conditions. See text for explana-
tion of combined terms and F-scor e s. 
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Table 2 (a) 
Analysis of Vari ance : Experiment III 
For Drug/Days Following Norepinephrine Inj ections 
Source of Variation df MS 
Drugs 3 18.47 
Experim ental Error 15 12.15 
Total 18 
' Tabl e 2 (b) 
Analysis of Varianc e : Exp erim ent III 
For Drug/Days Following Atropine Injections 
Source of Variation df MS 
Drugs 3 3.32 
Experimental Error 14 12.99 
Total 17 
F 
1. 52 (P) . 0 5) 
F 
.26 (P> .OS) 
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1"'able 2 (c) 
Analysis of Va riance: Expe riment III 
For Drug/Day s Fo llo win g Meth acho line Inj ec tions 
Sourc e of Variation df MS 
Drug s 3 47.81 
Exp er imental Error 14 6.88 
Total 17 
Tabl e 2 (d) 
Analysis of Variance: Experiment III 
For Drug/Days Following GABA Injections 
Source of Variation df MS 
Drugs 3 16.99 
Experim ental Error 12 13.25 
Total 15 
F 
6.95 (P< .05) 
F 
1.28 (P>.05) 
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Table 2(e) 
Analysis of Varian ce : Experiment III 
For Drug/Days Following Placebo Condition 
Sourc e of Variation df MS 
Dru gs 3 3.32 
Experimental Error 16 10.49 
Total 19 
F 
.32 (P).05) 
Table 2. The Analysis of variance test if sequential affects of the 
drugs exist. See text for further exp lan ation. 
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Table 3 
Pre-Dru g Baseline Consumption Leve ls 
Days Animals 
---
D1 D D3 D 2 4 
1 25 18 19 21 
2 22 23 15 25 
3 17 18 12 
4 20 22 14 24 
5 15 20 16 27 
6 18 26 19 27 
7 16 22 19 28 
8 16 24 21 30 
x 18.6 22.1 17.1 24.3 
+6 
-+2 
0 
-2 
-~ 
-4 
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Table 1 (a) 
Average Respons e Rate and Standard Deviation of Predrug Baseline for s2 
FR FI 
Session Mean s Mean s 
1 2.76 1. 23 1. 23 .94 
2 J.00 0 3 . 76 1.00 
J ~.03 .61 3.63 .6 3 
~ 4.11 1. 11 2.04 1. 31 
'.2 4.10 .98 1. 74 1.09 
6 4 . 72 .97 2.00 1. 06 
7 2.91 1. 29 1. 88 LlO 
8 3.09 2.14 1. 52 1. 21 
2 4.46 . 94 1. 95 1.05 
lQ 3. 50 1. 45 2. 40 1. 00 
11 4.19 . 97 2.36 .64 
--12 4.66 .66 2.02 .90 
u 4.25 .90 2.21 . 78 
l~ 3 . 86 . 96 2.24 .85 
l 5 4. 24 . 86 2 .14 .73 
16 3.53 . 77 2.14 1. 04 
17 3.86 . 87 2.00 . 77 
Table 1 (b) 
Avera ge Response Rate and Standard Dev iation of Predru g Baseline for S3 
FR FI 
Ses s ion Mean s Mean s 
1 2.39 .88 2.00 .76 
2 2.53 . 72 1. 61 .88 
3 2.65 1. 44 2.22 .78 
4 2 . 61 .69 1. 40 .83 
5 2.13 . 77 1.13 .64 
6 2.38 .80 .87 . 48 
7 1. 89 .90 1. 07 . 41 
8 2.00 1. 34 .66 .34 
9 2.17 .84 1.05 .64 
10 2.66 . 67 . 95 . 33 
11 2.58 1.00 .78 . 38 
12 2.20 .9 9 . 61 . 40 
13 2.83 . 58 1.01 1. 50 
14 3.06 .69 . 87 . 40 
15 3.18 . 72 1. 04 . 47 
16 2.14 . 94 . 76 .26 
17 2.45 .79 . 83 . 50 
18 2.11 .87 .74 .20 
19 2.67 .59 • 71+ .34 
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Table 1 ( c) 
Average Response Rate and Standard Devi ati on of Predrug Baseline for S4 
FR FI 
Session Mean s Mean s 
1 1. 72 1. 09 .66 .26 
2 2. 48 . 84 .98 . 55 
3 2. 55 . 92 1.18 . 7 5 
4 2.63 .87 1. 36 1.10 
5 1. 22 .91 1. 33 . 80 
6 2.65 . 74 1.13 .7 8 
7 1. 72 1.18 1. 58 . 83 
8 2.17 1. 05 1. 27 . 84 
9 2.69 . 68 1. 08 .54 
10 2.64 .70 1.03 .37 
11 2.94 . 69 1. 01 .41 
12 3.87 1. 00 1. 00 . 60 
13 3.41 . 70 1. 51 .76 
14 2.97 . 69 . 85 . 31 
1.5 3.16 . 51 1.02 . 30 
16 2.32 .88 .89 . 46 
17 2.84 . 40 1.16 .51 
18 2.46 .86 . 90 .43 
19 2.46 . 90 1. 12 . 58 
Table 1 (d) 
Averag e Response Rate and Standard Deviation of Predrug Baseline for s5 
FR FI 
Session Mean s Mean s 
1 2.47 1. 00 1. 73 .90 
2 2.86 . 44 2.22 . 88 
3 .95 .62 1. 29 .37 
4 1. 80 .89 1. 12 . 42 
5 1. 65 . 90 1. 26 .53 
6 2 .08 .92 1. 15 . 60 
7 2.31 . 92 1. 94 . 71 
8 2.47 . 78 1. 37 . 55 
9 2.67 . 67 1. 56 .50 
10 2.55 . 72 1. 42 . 70 
11 2.87 . 40 1. 82 .65 
12 2.45 . 6 7 1. 21 .55 
13 2.09 1. 05 . 96 .54 
14 2.61 . 55 1. 54 .64 
15 2.67 . 58 1. 72 .83 
16 2.29 . 83 1. 95 .66 
17 2.61 . 72 2 . 11 .78 
18 1. 32 .83 1. 07 . 62 
19 2.76 . 51 2. L+6 .47 
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Table 1 ( e) 
Average Response Rate and Standard Deviation for Predrug Baseline for s6 
FR FI 
Session Mean s Mean s 
1 1. 60 1. 52 2 . 63 . 60 
2 2.61 . 81. 1. 96 . 90 
3 1. 01 1. 00 1. 32 . 60 
4 1. 74 1. 09 2.03 1. 08 
5 1. 95 1. 32 1. 95 . 81 
6 2.86 .5 8 l. 27 . 90 
7 3.45 1. 6 7 l. 81 . 94 
8 4 . 34 . 78 l. 94 l. 28 
9 t'i.45 . 92 l. 92 l. 30 
10 3.02 l. 31 3 . 26 .70 
11 3.88 l. 10 l. 53 . 72 
12 3. 78 l. 20 l. 17 .70 
13 3. 72 l. 10 l. 15 . 67 
ll. 4.66 l. 40 1. 46 .67 
15 4 . 11 l. 31 1. 24 . 60 
16 4.81 . 80 l. 66 . 6 7 
17 2.23 l. 65 l. lf5 . 70 
18 4.13 . 87 l. 7 3 . 68 
19 3.27 l. 01 l. 15 . 42 
20 3.52 l. 10 l. 40 . so 
Tabl e l(f) 
Avera ge Respon se Rate and Standard Deviation for Predrug Baseline for s7 
FR FI 
Session Mean s Mean s 
1 4.40 1.00 2.66 .97 
2 3.58 . 97 2.56 . 87 
3 3.63 1.00 3.22 . 81 
4 l. 82 1.0 2 2 . 86 . 70 
5 3.26 l. 17 2.56 l. 17 
6 4.25 1.0 8 2.35 l. 23 
7 2.33 l. 25 l. 15 . 81 
8 3. 74 .76 2.58 .93 
9 2.93 . 96 3.13 .88 
10 3. 76 .83 1. 65 . 77 
11 3. 71 . 78 l. 91 . 71 
12 3.67 . 86 2.29 .9 4 
13 3.18 . 90 l. 58 .81 
14 3 . 58 . 81 2 .04 .74 
15 3.65 . 89 l. 58 .7 5 
16 
17 2.63 . 76 l. 47 . 75 
18 2 . 33 . 81 l. 42 . 72 
19 l. 58 . 84 1. 22 . 68 
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Tabl e 2(a) 
t-T es t for Dif ferences Between 
Ex perim ent a l and Control Ss for Predrug Fixed-Ration Res pon se Rates 
-
-
N x 
82 2.58 
Expe rim ent a l 
(S2 - S5) 
(X-X) 2 
597.90 
82 N 
0.63 38 
t 4.64 
Tabl e 2 (b) 
-
x 
3 .23 
Control 
(S6 - 87) 
- 2 (X-X) 
33.03 
t-Test for Dif ferences Between 
2 
s 
0.69 
Experimenta l and Control Ss for Predrug Fixed-Interva l Response Rates 
-
N x 
82 1. 32 
Exper i ment a l 
(S2 - S 5) 
- 2 (X-X) 
17. 77 
2 
s 
0.21 
t 
- - 2 2 
N x (X-X ) s 
38 1. 90 14.23 0.38 
5.27 
Tabl e 2. The above r e pr ese nt s th e data and results of comparing 
Experim en tal and Control [son FR and FI r espo nding 
prior to dru g int e r ven tion. The N is the pr oduct of 
animals x days . 
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Table 3(a) 
Analysis of Variance: Experiment I V 
Fixed-Ration Responding 
Source of Vari a tior df MS 
Animals 3 21.17 
(blocks) 
Drugs 4 0.87 
(treatments 
Exp erim ental 12 1.12 
Error 
76 0.91 
Samplin g 64 0. 72 
Error 
Tabl e 3(b) 
Analysis of Vari ance : Ex periment IV 
Fix ed-Int erva l Res pondin g 
Source of Variation df MS 
Animals 3 3.47 
(b l ocks) 
Drugs 4 0.19 
(treatments) 
Experimental 12 0 .18 
Error 
76 0 . 14 
Sampling 64 0. 13 
Error 
F 
0.78 or 
F 
1. 06 or 
Table 3. Ana l ysis of Variance t e st for difference in animals/day 
injected with choli nergic or adren ergic chemicals when 
1. 12 
1. 36 
[s are responding on FR or FI schedules of reinforcement . 
The fig ures outside the brackets are for summated terms 
See text for explanation. 
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Tabl e 4(a) 
FR and FI Avera ge Response Rates and Standard Devi ations 
for Daily Dru g Sessions for s2 
Dru g FR FI 
Session Inj ected x s x s 
1 N 2.36 .17 1. 64 .22 
2 A 1. 33 . 71 .89 . 44 
3 N . 38 .20 . so . 24 
4 G . 80 .7 4 1. 02 . 38 
5 M 2 . 69 1. 30 1. 70 . 83 
6 A 1. 62 1. 37 .64 . 43 
7 G 1.0 5 1. 14 .90 .1 4 
8 N 3 . 49 1. 22 l. 17 . 36 
9 N 2 . 85 l. 00 1.14 . 43 
10 p 3.93 . 81 2 . 11 . 75 
11 A 3.05 1.30 l. 39 . 92 
12 M 2.30 l. 36 . 84 . 51 
13 p 3 . 36 1. 21 1. 40 . 67 
14 N 2.92 l. 51 2.00 .7 4 
15 G 3.88 l.06 l. 64 . 76 
16 A 3.39 l. 25 l. 66 . 70 
17 M 2.65 1. 62 1. 09 .6 4 
18 p 4.23 . 97 1. 94 __ :_i?_Q_ __
19 N 4. 10 . 96 1. 30 . 70 
20 G 3.95 l. 33 1. 65 . 84 
21 N 4.23 l. 08 2 . 18 .93 
22 G 4.25 . 92 2.08 . 86 
( 
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Table 4(b) 
FR and FI Avera ge Respon se Rates and Standard Deviations 
for Daily Dru g Sessions for s3 
Drug FR FI 
Session Inject ed x s x s 
1 G 1. 34 .53 . so .44 
2 A . 63 .33 . 38 .26 
3 N . 73 .17 . 43 .22 
4 N 1. 09 . 36 .69 .1 4 
5 M . 80 .31 . 72 .14 
6 A .85 . 36 . 77 .4 4 
7 p 1. 87 . 80 . 97 .37 
8 p 1. 16 .33 . 63 . 2L+ 
9 G 1. 24 . 43 . 77 .14 
10 M .70 . 31 . 40 . 30 
11 p . 86 .28 . so .2 8 
12 A .7 5 . 28 .33 . 26 
13 G ERROR IN TRIAL 
14 G . 65 . 43 . 52 . 24 
15 N . 39 . 14 . 39 .36 
16 M 1. 05 . 36 . 82 .28 
17 G 1. 17 . 47 . 65 .2 4 
18 N . 71 . 37 .5 9 .20 
19 p 1. 65 .83 . 50 . 40 
20 A 1. 34 . 80 .8 3 . 69 
21 M 1. 57 . 72 .82 . 48 
22 p 1. 70 . 86 . 61 . 41 
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Tabl e 4(c) 
FR and FI Average Response Rates and St andard Deviations 
for Daily Drug Sessions for s4 
Drug FR FI 
Sessi on Inje cted x s x s 
1 A 1. 50 .7 4 . 80 .53 
2 N 1. 91 .79 1. 12 .73 
3 p .1 8 .10 .21 .17 
L+ M .21 0.00 .22 0.00 
5 G .5 6 .2 8 . 46 .22 
6 N . 12 0.00 .1 4 o.oc 
7 p . 42 .24 . 42 .17 
8 M . 48 . 26 . 45 .20 
9 M .52 .26 . 57 .20 
10 A .2 3 . 20 . 41 .2 2 
11 G . 22 0 . 00 .26 .10 
12 N . 73 .36 . 57 .28 
----13 M .9 5 . 42 .65 .28 
14 A . 56 .33 . 60 . 40 
15 p .28 .22 . 51 .2 6 
16 G . 96 .44 .81 .10 
17 p .5 6 . 30 .46 .22 
18 A .4 5 . 24 .45 . 24 
19 M . 84 . 37 .7 6 .2 4 
20 N 1. 21 1. 85 . 67 .33 
21 p 1. 36 .75 . 95 .3 6 
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Tab 1 e 4 [.ill_ 
FR and FI Average Res pons e Rates and Stand a rd Dev iations 
for Daily Dru g Sessions for s 5 
Dru g FR FI 
Session Injected x s x s 
1 M 1. 69 .75 .93 .28 
2 N 3.11 1. 32 .79 . 38 
3 N . 59 .26 .87 .5 4 
!+ A 1. lLt .G8 1. 18 . 60 
5 p 3 . 49 . 90 1. 63 . 60 
6 G 3 . 45 l. 27 l. 20 . 46 
7 M 3.98 l. 34 l. 37 .55 
8 A 3 .0 3 l. 72 l.10 . 65 
9 N l. 07 . 83 1. 02 . 6 7 
10 p 3 . 92 1. LtO 1. 64 .67 
11 G 3 . 30 1. 69 l. 47 . 69 
12 N 2.59 1. bO 1. 0.'.:J . 51 
13 M 3.67 1. 39 l. 37 . 78 
14 A 1. 22 1. 22 1.09 . 76 
15 N 1. 31 l. 01 .79 .28 
16 A .88 1. 05 . 62 . 37 
1. 7 M 3 . 41. 1. 54 1. 48 . 80 
18 G 1. 59 1. 27 1. 43 . 6 7 
19 p 1. 68 1. 72 1.13 . 44 
20 G 2. 60 1. 56 2 . 03 .75 
21 N . 89 . 61 1. 06 . 64 
